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Our performance
and outlook
Acting Group
Chief Financial
Officer’s review
Mark Gregg-Macdonald

Acting Group Chief Financial Officer

T

ransnet has produced solid
financial results in a challenging
year and progress on stabilising
the business is yielding positive
results.

Transnet’s leadership is committed to
implementing the necessary remedial
plans and restoring integrity throughout
the organisation.
The performance for the reporting period
unfolded under tough conditions for the
South African economy.
In addition to tough macroeconomic
conditions, the operational environment
was also beset with numerous
challenges, which led to the Company
railing only 215,1 mt for the year.
Weighted volumes (i.e. aggregate of rail,
port and pipeline commodities)
performed at 93,65% against the
planned target.
Transnet’s 2019 financial performance
was severely impacted by the lowerthan-budgeted volume of bulk
commodities railed. This was as a result
of the contraction in the mining sector as
well as other variables impacting our
operational performance.
Group revenue grew by a marginal 1,6%
year on year to R74,1 billion, supported
by strong performance in the pipeline
business.
Stringent cost-containment measures
resulted in operating expenses being
contained to R40,3 billion, which
represents a R6,8 billion saving against
planned costs. This resulted
in EBITDA improving by 3,8% to
R33,8 billion, and EBITDA margin
improving to 45,6%.

For more
information
SCAN TO DOWNLOAD
THE 2019 ANNUAL
FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS

The Company achieved 65% of the total
number of key performance indicators
(KPIs) contained in the Shareholder’s
Compact for the period ended 31 March
2019. Significantly, 100% of Transnet’s
financial sustainability KPIs were
achieved. This is reflective of the
organisation-wide effort to lower costs
and maintain financial discipline.
Efforts to improve operational efficiency
as well as governance and internal
controls are critical to maintaining and
improving on our financial sustainability.

maintain capacity in the rail and ports
divisions.

“Transnet has
produced solid
financial results
in a challenging
year and progress
on stabilising the
business is yielding
positive results.”

Despite our best efforts to improve
internal controls – particularly our
procurement controls – we were unable
to avoid an audit qualification on the
completeness and accuracy of the
reported Irregular Expenditure during
the year. The audit finding related to the
interpretation on the use of certain
tender prequalification criteria (with
reference to Preferential Procurement
Regulations, 2017) that was inconsistent
with the legislation. Kindly refer to Note
40 in the Annual Financial Statements
and to page 74 of this report.

Capital expenditure
We continued to execute our
infrastructure investment programme,
spending R17,9 billion for the year
(2018: R21,8 billion), which brings total
expenditure over the past seven years to
R183,5 billion.
The capital investment for the year
comprises R3,2 billion invested in the
expansion of infrastructure and
equipment and R14,7 billion invested to

The Company expects to invest a further
R153,5 billion over the next five years,
while the core focus remains on
sustaining and growing volumes. Transnet
is also seeking new growth paths to
diversify our revenue to compensate for
lower growth expectations in its
traditional market segments.

Funding
As at 31 March 2019, the Company’s
total borrowings amounted to
R127,6 billion (2018: R122,6 billion), an
increase of R5 billion compared to the
prior year, primarily due to foreign
exchange rate movements. The increase
in the value of borrowings, is offset by a
corresponding increase in net derivative
financial assets, as exposure to foreign
exchange movements is fully hedged.
The gearing ratio at 44,5% remains well
below the threshold of 50% prescribed in
the Shareholder’s Compact. Cash interest
cover reflects Transnet’s strong
cash-generating capability and, at
2,9 times, is comfortably above the
triggers in loan covenants. With the
subdued business environment, Transnet
will be taking a more conservative
approach in the management of its
financial position in the near term.

Credit ratings
Transnet has two officially recognised
rating agencies: Standard & Poor’s (S&P)
and Moody’s Investors Service (Moody’s).
Transnet’s credit rating as at 31 March
2019 is depicted in the table below.

Issuer rating

Moody’s

S&P

Foreign currency rating

Baa3/stable outlook

BB/stable outlook

Local currency rating

Baa3/P-3/stable outlook

BB+/stable outlook

National scale rating (NSR) –
long and short term

Aa1.za/Aa3.za/P-1.za/
stable outlook

zaAA+/zaA-1+

BCA/SACP

Baa3/stable outlook

bbb-
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Moody’s
On 28 March 2019 Moody’s released an
update of Transnet’s credit opinion,
followed by an opinion on the Sovereign
on 2 April 2019. The agency did not take
any rating action as was scheduled in the
rating calendar. In the credit opinion,
Moody’s highlights that they still expect
South Africa’s credit profile to be in line
with Baa3 rated sovereigns.
Should the Sovereign be downgraded,
Transnet will also be downgraded as it is
classified as a Government Related
Entity in terms of Moody’s methodology.
In parallel, Transnet’s Baseline Credit
Assessment can be downgraded if
working capital remains constrained.

S&P
On 28 November 2018 S&P affirmed all
Transnet’s ratings, citing its strong
stand-alone credit profile (SACP)
supported by its solid operating
performance in the 2018 financial year.
Transnet’s ratings are capped to that of
the Sovereign’s due to its strong linkages
with the Government.

Governance issues were highlighted to
still pose a risk to Transnet’s ratings,
particularly the SACP rating. Should
management and governance matrices
– which have been revised to fair –
deteriorate further, Transnet’s SACP may
be downgraded.

Prospects
As we emerge from a year marked by
several distractions, defined in large part
by the Board and management’s efforts
to remediate the widespread effects of
corruption on our business, the way
forward is clear. While we have
experienced operational challenges,
particularly in the port environment, we
are confident that the continued efforts
of the current leadership to enhance
internal controls, improve operational
efficiency and customer service, and to
shape the ethical cultural bedrock
required to set the Company on its new
growth trajectory, will deliver the quality
and reliable service needed to build a
globally-competitive national freight
system.

operational climate, we are heartened
by instances of record-breaking
performance across the Company, as
evidenced by the continued commitment
of our many dedicated employees across
South Africa.
We expect the Company to continue to
generate strong cash flows, to maintain
affordable levels of debt without any
Government support, and to continue to
report year-on-year improvement in
financial performance. More importantly,
we trust that our efforts will contribute
to the overall efficiency and growth of
the South African logistics environment
and, in turn, have a positive impact on the
economic growth of the country.

Mr MD Gregg-Macdonald
Acting Group Chief Financial Officer
26 September 2019

Operating Divisions’ review
KPIs
Freight Rail
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Financial
sustainability

Capacity
creation

Socio-economic
development
outcomes

Skills development

Stakeholder
engagement

Operational
readiness

Regional integration

2019

2018

2019

2018

2019

2018

Revenue (R million)

43 582

43 709

10 524

11 250

12 450

11 700

13 086

12 393

5 262

4 488

Operating expenses (R million)

24 076

23 236

11 261

11 389

4 133

4 503

8 545

8 221

1 266

1 296

EBITDA (R million)

19 506

20 473

(737)

(139)

8 317

7 196

4 541

4 172

3 996

3 192

6,6

7,8

(6,5)

(0,9)

7,0

7,04

20,5

17,2

7,0

7,04

14 818

17 598

301

275

941

1 054

1 515

1 365

326

1 544

Volumes (mt)

215,1

226,3

n/a

n/a

17 825

16 345

Black employees (%)

88,74

87,9

81,7

80,8

88

88

88

87

90

89

Training spend (% of personnel cost)

2,03

2,1

2,4

2,6

1,5

5,9

3,2

1,5

1,1

3,5

Disabling injury frequency rate (DIFR)

0,90

0,91

0,66

0,66

0,41

0,33

0,52

0,67

0,18

0,09

% energy-efficiency improvement on the
previous year (electricity)

65,2

64,16

7,0

9,6



1,9

8,3

1,7

n/a n/a

n/a

n/a

2 152

2 113

166

254

69,8

77,9

6,7

5,9

n/a n/a

0

89,1

ROTA (%)
Capex

R43,6

Department of Public Enterprises’
Statement of Strategic Intent

Reduce the cost
of logistics as a percentage
of transportable GDP

The EBITDA margin decreased 1,2% to 44,8%
(2018: 46,8%) with EBITDA reducing by 4,7%
to R19,5 billion (2018: R20,5 billion).
Return on average total assets decreased by
6,6% (2018: 7,8%), due mainly to a decrease
in operating profit, somewhat offset by the
impact of a decrease in asset base following the
devaluation of infrastructure assets.

Leverage the private sector in the
provision of both infrastructure and
operations where required

Operational
excellence

Environmental
stewardship
Investment leveraged

Ethics

Human
Capital

Integrate South Africa with the
region and the rest of the world
Optimise sustainable economic,
social and environmental outcomes
of all activities undertaken
by the SOC

billion

Operating expenses increased by 3,6% to
R24,1 billion (2018: R23,2 billion). Austerity
measures yielded significant cost savings in
administration and overhead costs.

Effect and accelerate modal
shift by maximising the role of rail
in the national transport task

For more
information
SCAN TO DOWNLOAD
OPERATING DIVISIONS’
REPORTS

n/a n/a

Revenue

Revenue decreased by 0,3% to R43,6 billion
(2018: R43,7 billion), mainly due to the 4,9%
decrease in volumes resulting in a R2,1 billion
unfavourable volume variance. This variance
was partially offset by an increase in average
Rand/tonne at R196,55 in 2019 (2018:
R186,75).

Industrialisation
Community
development

Pipelines

2018

Health and safety

Governance

Port Terminals

2019

Revenue

Business
enablers

National Ports Authority

2018

Figure 10: Transnet’s Performance Framework
Strategic focus areas
and key KPIs

Engineering

2019

Regional integration:
Cross-border revenue (R million)

Despite the challenges experienced in
the year’s difficult business and
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R10,5

4 682
('000 TEUs)

4 778
(’000 TEUs)

Revenue

billion

Revenue decreased by 7% to R10,5 billion
(2018: R11,3 billion), due mainly to a decline
in external orders as well as poor crossborder sales. Low Africa sales for the current
year were mainly due to competition and
unfavourable macroeconomic conditions.
Operating expenses reduced by 1,1% to
R11,3 billion (2018: R11,4 billion).
Engineering implemented aggressive costoptimisation initiatives, with savings noted in
maintenance, energy, travel and leases.
Engineering had an EBITDA loss of
R737 million (2018: R139 million loss).
Significant turnaround strategies are in place
to improve Engineering’s performance.

Opportunities in the short to medium term:

Opportunities in the short to medium term:

• Assist in reducing logistics costs through
acceleration of road-to-rail initiatives,
thereby ensuring the long-term
competitiveness of the national freight
system.
• Collaborate with supply chain partners and
the private sector to encourage participation
and creation of cost-effective, rail-based
end-to-end logistics solutions such as
intermodal terminals, common-user facilities
and strategic hubs.
• Optimise the capital portfolio to assure rail
capacity; and improve business performance
through the execution of operational
efficiency initiatives – Productivity of
Wagons, Operations Control Centre, and the
Value Chain Integration Programme.
• Improve operating models and practices to
increase regional volumes in cooperation
with regional partners.

• Energy-saving initiatives including
installation of solar PV in all office blocks
and the phasing out of non-energy-efficient
systems.
• Offer funding packages for rolling stock
sales to customers in targeted markets.
• Provide turnkey products and service
solutions for locomotives, wagons and
maintenance.
• New bulk commodity mines across the world
provide for an expanding market.

R12,5

4 534
(‘000 TEUs)

4 664
(‘000 TEUs)

Revenue

billion

Revenue increased by 6,4% to R12,5 billion
(2018: R11,7 billion), mainly due to an increase
in tariffs and the discontinuation of clawback
accounting.
Operating expenses decreased by 8,2% to
R4,1 billion (2018: R4,5 billion), mainly due to
savings on maintenance and other operating
costs as well as the capitalisation of operating
lease expenditure as required by IFRS 16.
With EBITDA increasing by 15,6% to
R8,3 billion (2018: R7,2 billion), the EBITDA
margin increased to 66,8% (2018: 61,5%).

R13,1

Revenue

billion

Revenue increased by 5,6% to R13,1 billion
(2018: R12,4 billion), due mainly to lower than
anticipated volumes.
Operating expenses increased by 3,9% to
R8,4 billion (2018: R8,2 billion). While costs
have been tightly managed, energy costs
have increased by 8,3% as a result of higher
year-on-year tariff increases. Also, repairs and
maintenance on aging bulk and other operating
equipment increased by 14,5%.
EBITDA grew by 8,8% to R4,5 billion (2018:
R4,2 billion) and the EBITDA margin increased
from 33,7% to 34,7% in 2019.

R5,3

billion

Revenue increased by 17,2% to R5,3 billion
(2018: R4,5 billion), due mainly to the Nersa
decision to increase the 2018/19 petroleum
allowable revenue by 25,96%.
Net operating expenses decreased by 2,3% to
R1,27 billion (2018: R1,3 billion), mainly as a
result of significant inventory write-offs in the
prior year that did not repeat.
EBITDA of R4,0 billion (2018: R3,2 billion) is
25,2% higher than the prior year.

Opportunities in the short to medium term:

Opportunities in the short to medium term:

Opportunities in the short to medium term :

• Section 56 concessions will be considered as
an additional source of revenue.
• The real estate business is geared to bring
additional revenues.
• TNPA will continue managing costs through
cost-saving initiatives.

• ‘Back-of-port’ opportunities offer
warehousing and value-add services in the
container, mineral bulk and automotive
segments.
• Private sector participation opportunities
may reduce funding and operational
requirements and present opportunities to
leverage partner capabilities for mutual
benefit.
• The Transnet Value Chain Coordinator
continues to facilitate operational efficiency
improvements and logistics integration with
Freight Rail, creating opportunities to shift
more cargo from road to rail, ease congestion
on the roads and reduce carbon emissions.
• Offer tailor-made solutions to original
equipment manufacturers in the automotive
industry.

• Diversify into the LNG market.
• Create import capability for new users at
Island View in Durban.
• Terminal operations planned at Island View
and Ambrose Park in Durban.
• Grow the non-regulated business by sharing
skills, knowledge, pipeline training, and
operational services with other African
pipeline companies in the Southern Africa
Development Community, including Kenya.
• Structure the intermodal integration of a
Freight Rail and Pipelines service offering
for liquid fuel.
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We expect the Company
to continue to
generate strong cash
flows, to maintain
affordable levels of debt
without any
Government support,
and to continue to
report year-on-year
improvement in
financial performance.
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Financial
sustainability:
performance
King IV. P5

The technical recession experienced during
the second quarter of 2018, coupled with a
decline in the agriculture, transport and
manufacturing industries, as well as reduced
activity in Government sectors and trade,
contributed to a marginal GDP growth rate of
only 0,8% for the 2018 calendar year.
Amidst these trying economic conditions,
Transnet had to address numerous allegations
of fraud and corruption, performing its own
forensic investigations and collaborating with
various law-enforcement agencies to
determine the extent and impact of reported
incidents. The current leadership made
significant progress in addressing each
allegation, instituting the requisite remedial
actions and taking steps to stabilise the
organisation.
Numerous other operational challenges
impeded the Company’s ability to achieve the
planned volumes and operational efficiency
targets.
The resultant lower-than-targeted revenue
was, however, more than offset by stringent
cost-containment measures that resulted in a
0,1% decline in operating costs compared to
the prior year.

Commentary on key ratios

The gearing ratio increased to 44,5%
(2018: 43,4%). This level is within the Group’s
target range of < 50,0%, and is well within the
triggers in loan covenants, reflecting the
available capacity to continue with its capital
investment plan. The gearing ratio is expected
to remain within the target ratio over the
medium term.

Performance key
Improvement on prior year performance
Decline on prior year performance
Target achieved
Target partially achieved
Equivalent performance to prior year
Target not achieved

Five-year review: Key profitability ratios and statistics
EBITDA margin (%)
0

10

20

30

40

A

50

2015

41,8

2016

42,2

2017

42,1

2018

44,6

2019

45,6

Gearing (%)
0

10

20
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40

50

2015

40,0

2016

43,1

2017

44,4

2018

43,4

2019

44,5

Cash interest cover (times)
0

0,8

1,6

2,4

3,2

4,0

2015

3,6

2016

3,1

2017

2,9

2018

3,0

2019

2,9

ROTA rail operations (%)
0

1,8

3,6

5,4

7,2

9,0

2015

0,0

2016

3,0

2017

5,8

2018

8,3

2019

6,6

ROTA port operations (%)
0

5

10
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20

Revenue for the year increased by 1,6% to R74,1 billion (2018: R72,9 billion), supported by a 9,1% increase in petroleum volumes. The increase in
petroleum volumes is mainly due to the operationalisation of TM2.

Operating expenses were
contained to R40,3 billion, (2018:
R40,4 billion) despite an increase
of 16,6% in fuel costs. Numerous
cost-optimisation initiatives
implemented throughout the
Company aided cost containment,
resulting in a R6,8 billion saving
against planned costs. These
initiatives included rationalising
overtime, reducing professional
and consulting fees and limiting
discretionary costs relating to
travel, printing, stationery and
telecommunications.

B

EBITDA increased by 3,8% to
R33,8 billion (2018: R32,5 billion)
with the EBITDA margin increasing
to 45,6% (2018: 44,6%).

C

Impairment of assets, amounting to
R2,7 billion (2018: R1,4 billion), is
primarily due to the impairment of
property, plant and equipment,
resulting from derailments, the
index valuation impairment on port
operating assets and impairments
on trade and other receivables.
Fair value adjustments amounted
to a R3,3 billion gain (2018:
R410 million gain). These
adjustments are mainly due to
investment property fair value
gains, recognised in terms of
IAS 40 Investment Property, as
well as fair value gains on interest
rate swaps in terms of IFRS 13 Fair
Value Measurement and
IFRS 9 Financial Instruments.
Finance costs increased by
13,6% to R11,6 billion
(2018: R10,2 billion). This is
due to borrowing costs
related to the NMPP project
no longer being capitalised
following its operationalisation
in December 2017, and increased
interest rates due to the impact of
the credit rating downgrade in
November 2017.
Profit for the year increased by
24,7% to R6,0 billion
(2018: R4,9 billion).
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2015

0,0

2016

7,7

2017

13,6

2018

13,6

2019

20,5

Income statement
for the year ended 31 March 2019
Audited
(in R million)

A

Revenue

B

Net operating expenses excluding
depreciation and amortisation

C

Profit from operations before depreciation,
derecognition, amortisation and items listed
below (EBITDA)
Depreciation, derecognition and amortisation
Profit from operations before items
listed below:

D
D

Impairment of financial assets
Impairment of non-financial assets
Post-retirement benefit obligation expense

E

Fair value adjustments
Income from equity-accounted investees
Profit from operations before net
finance costs

E
F

Finance costs
Finance income

31 March
2018

74 070

72 887

(40 320)

(40 372)

33 750

32 515

(14 274)

(13 686)

19 476

18 829

(444)

(681)

(2 244)

(761)

(287)

(268)

3 271

410

19

9

19 791

17 538

(11 597)

(10 211)

387

302

8 581

7 629

Income tax expense

(2 534)

(2 778)

Profit for the year

6 047

4 851

Profit before tax

G

31 March
2019

F

Statement of comprehensive income
for the year ended 31 March 2019
Audited

G
(in R million)
Profit for the year

31 March
2019

31 March
2018

6 047

4 851

Other comprehensive (loss)/income

(18 603)

8 442

Gains on revaluations
Cash flow hedges
Actuarial gain on post-retirement benefit obligations

(25 970)
789
90

11 678
(1 471)
29

7 070

(2 859)

Tax relating to components of other
comprehensive income
Other comprehensive (loss)/income for the year, net of
tax

(18 021)

7 377

Total comprehensive (loss)/income for the year

(11 974)

12 228
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Headline earnings

Statement of cash flows

for the year ended 31 March 2019

for the year ended 31 March 2019
Audited
31 March
2019

(in R million)
Profit for the year attributable to the equity holder
Profit on the disposal of property, plant and equipment
Loss on the disposal of intangible assets
Loss on the disposal of investment property
Total remeasurements
Investment property fair value adjustments
Impairment of property, plant and equipment
Impairment of intangible assets
Total tax effects of adjustments

Audited
31 March
2018

6 047
(54)
—
—
(916)

4 851
(1)
1
6
64

(3 160)
2 244
—

(697)
760
1

31 March
2018

Cash flows from operating activities

21 930

22 958

Cash generated from operations

35 165

34 915

(1 633)

(2 161)

33 532

32 754

H Changes in working capital

Cash generated from operations after changes in
working capital
Finance costs

Audited
31 March
2019

31 March
2018

339 422

352 333

16 078

17 490

Total assets

355 500

369 823

Capital and reserves

148 631

156 874

Non-current liabilities

173 782

158 036

33 087

54 913

355 500

369 823

(in R million)
Non-current assets
Current assets

(870)

(947)

Cash flows utilised in investing activities

(20 124)

(24 891)

Investment to maintain operations

(15 318)

(16 795)

(4 806)

(8 096)

(297)

(68)

Current liabilities
Total equity and liabilities

Changes in investments, loans, advances and other
investing activities
Cash flows utilised in financing activities

I

(180)

(144)

Derivatives settled

The Company borrows on
the strength of its financial
position and has maintained
a stand-alone investmentgrade credit rating. New
long-term funding of
R6,5 billion was raised
for the period without
government guarantees.

—

(7)

Settlement of post-retirement benefit obligations

Investment to expand operations

for the year ended 31 March 2019

261

387

Tax paid

Condensed statement of financial position

(8 930)

(10 968)

Finance income

4 862

5 172

31 March
2019

(in R million)

(59)
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Headline earnings

Cash generated from
operations amounted
to R35,2 billion (2018:
R34,9 billion), an increase
of 0,7% from the prior year.
The cash interest cover ratio
(excluding working capital
changes) at 2,9 times
(2018: 3,0 times) reflects
Transnet’s strong
cash-generating capability.
This is also comfortably
above loan covenant
triggers.

(109)

(2 030)

Borrowings raised*

8 387

13 336

Borrowings repaid

(10 417)

(13 445)

(224)

(2 042)

Net decrease in cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning
of the year

4 380

6 422

Total cash and cash equivalents at the end of the year

4 156

4 380

* Borrowings raised is reported net of deferred interest of R702 million (2018: R1 227 million), refer
note 34.3 and IFRS 16 adjustment of R777 million (2018: nil), refer PPE reconciliation note 9, which
is included in borrowings raised for the reporting period.

Segment information

Our performance and outlook
follow on text

for the year ended 31 March 2019
Transnet
Freight Rail

Transnet
Engineering

Audited
31 March
2019

Audited
31 March
2018

External revenue
Internal revenue

42 650
932

42 709
1 000

1 657
8 867

Total revenue
EBITDA

43 582
19 506

43 709
20 473

176 443
120 912
14 818
17 491

(in R million)

Total assets2
Total liabilities
Capital expenditure3
Cash generated from operations after changes
in working capital
1
2
3

Transnet
Port Terminals

Transnet
Pipelines

Total
reportable segments

Total
Transnet

Other1

Audited
31 March
2019

Audited
31 March
2018

Audited
31 March
2019

Audited
31 March
2018

Audited
31 March
2019

Audited
31 March
2018

Audited
31 March
2019

Audited
31 March
2018

Audited
31 March
2019

Audited
31 March
2018

Audited
31 March
2019

Audited
31 March
2018

2 467
8 783

10 755
1 695

10 113
1 586

13 073
13

12 386
7

5 258
4

4 484
4

73 393
11 511

72 159
11 380

677
1 599

728
(11 380)

74 070
—

72 887
—

10 524
(757)

11 250
(139)

12 450
8 317

11 699
7 196

13 086
4 541

12 393
4 172

5 262
3 996

4 488
3 192

84 904
35 623

83 539
34 894

2 276
(1 338)

(10 652)
(2 379)

74 070
33 750

72 887
32 515

191 864
122 673
17 598

19 883
20 390
301

20 245
18 713
275

93 077
35 399
941

94 359
43 872
1 054

16 970
4 508
1 515

17 853
6 573
1 365

43 515
21 100
326

43 873
23 375
1 544

349 888
202 309
17 901

369 294
216 356
21 836

21 918
15 925
40

399
(3 407)
(55)

355 327
206 869
17 941

369 693
212 949
21 781

20 703

891

(3 978)

8 040

8 308

4 160

4 463

3 545

3 423

34 127

32 919

(165)

33 532

32 754

Audited
31 March
2019

Audited
31 March
2018

Transnet
National Ports Authority

Other includes other segments, inter-unit eliminations and consolidation adjustments.
Excludes assets held-for-sale.
Capital expenditure excludes the effects of borrowing costs, includes capitalised finance leases and capitalised decommissioning liabilities.

(595)

See page 51

A
C

See page 51
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Capital investment

Transnet continued to execute its asset
investment programme, spending
R17,9 billion (2018: R21,8 billion). The
capital investment for the year ended
31 March 2019 represents R3,2 billion
invested in the expansion of capacity
mainly on the integrated freight network,
while R14,7 billion was invested to
maintain capacity, mainly in the rail and
ports divisions, taking the total
investment for the past seven years to
R183,5 billion.
The Company expects to invest a further
R153,5 billion over the next five years,
while the core focus remains on sustaining
and growing volumes. Transnet is also
seeking new growth paths to diversify its
revenue to compensate for lower growth
expectations in its traditional market
segments.
Amongst the Company’s most significant
investments is the acquisition of
locomotives, infrastructure and rolling
stock to modernise its fleet in anticipation
of a rise in general freight volumes and the
solidification of the road to rail strategy.
As at 31 March 2019, the cumulative

expenditure incurred on the 1 064
locomotive contract amounts to
R33,6 billion, with R3,9 billion invested
in the current year.
In total, 525 locomotives have been
accepted into operations with a further
seven locomotives delivered
and undergoing acceptance testing.
In the year under review, Transnet Freight
Rail and Transnet Engineering embarked
on a programme to build the following
wagons:
• CR13 (iron ore): 318 wagons
manufactured and commissioned.
• CR19 (GFB): 169 wagons manufactured
and commissioned.
For the full year period ending 31 March
2019, a total of 393 wagons were
manufactured, commissioned and
accepted into operations by Transnet
Freight Rail, a capital investment of
R607 million.
Other infrastructure investment
highlights for the financial year include:
• R3,1 billion invested in rail
infrastructure;
• R4,9 billion invested to maintain the
condition of rolling stock;

• R527 million invested in wagon fleet
renewal and modernisations;
• R111 million invested towards the
upgrade of yards, lines and electrical
equipment under the coal line
investment programmes in expanding
capacity on the export coal line to
81 mtpa;
• R179 million invested in the Port Of
Durban, Durban Container Terminal
(DCT) Berth Deepening project as it
commences execution;
• R99 million invested in the
reconstruction of sheet-pile quay walls
in the Port of Durban, Maydon Wharf
precinct, which has been completed;
• R95 million invested in fire-fighting
upgrades at Pipelines to ensure
stringent compliance to safety
standards and regulations;
• R99 million investment in the multiproduct pipeline towards the
construction of tanks; and
• Approximately R2 billion was spent in
the maintenance and acquisition of
cranes, tipplers, dredgers, tugs,
straddle carriers and other port marine
and terminal equipment.

Five-year review: Investment perspective
Capital investment by operating segment (%)

Capital investment (R million)
20 000

30 000

40 000

2015
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Total borrowings (R million)
0

35 000

70 000
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105 000

140 000
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110 377
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Capital investment by commodity
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10 000

Bulk other

0

Manganese

Furthermore, Transnet must demonstrate
how it addresses the management of
fitness for duty and also provide the RSR
with training matrices for both technical
and non-technical training.

Furthermore, the Regulator in the ROD
indicated that in the 2020 financial year
it will:
1.	Reassess the impact of the specific
approach adopted in the valuation of
the regulated asset base (RAB) in
relation to the sustainability concerns
expressed by National Ports Authority;
2.	Consult further with port stakeholders,
as well as National Ports Authority on
the applicability of the historical cost
component of the RAB valuation in the
context of the implementation of
section 3(2) of the National Ports Act
which requires the corporatisation of
the National Ports Authority;
3.	Assess the progress of the
implementation of section 3(2) of the
National Ports Act; and
4.	Finalise the specific approach of the
RAB valuation within the next
multi-year tariff methodology review
(which, will be conducted during the
2020 financial year).

In its decision, the Regulator has elected
to smooth the tariff increases over the
next four years. Nersa also deferred
the ‘give back’ on assets until it has
finalised its prudency study in the
2020 financial year.

Performance review

Iron ore

Transnet submitted its permit application
to RSR on 30 June 2018. On 8 August
2018, the RSR issued Transnet’s Railway
Safety Permit with two special conditions
as follows:
• Special Condition 1: Transnet to list all
its rail operational safety and security
risks on the newly developed risk
assessment register; and
• Special Condition 2 (Human Factor
Management): Transnet to provide the
RSR with the consolidated number of
safety-related and safety-critical
vacancies against the budgeted
positions.

This translates into an 11% increase
in the Durban to Alrode tariff from
41,18 cents per litre to 45,70 cents per
litre for the 2020 financial year.
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Coal

On 11 May 2018, the Minister of Transport
published a notice setting out the safety
permit fees payable to the RSR for the
2019 financial year. Transnet paid a
non-refundable application fee of
R53 650 and a permit fee of
R98,94 million.

On 1 March 2019, Nersa elected to set
Pipelines’ 2020 financial year tariffs as
per sections 4(f) and 28(1) of the
Petroleum Pipelines Act, No 60 of 2003.
The Regulator increased Pipelines’
allowable revenue (AR) by 7,69% for the
2020 financial year.

Break-bulk

Transnet is engaging with the DPE and the
DoT on the Revised White Paper on the
National Transport Policy, Economic
Regulation of Transport Bill, 2018, and the
Railway Safety Bill, 2017. Transnet will
continue to engage the DoT through
existing protocol to contextualise its
views and proposals prior to submission of
the abovementioned draft policies and
Bills to Cabinet for approval.

On 1 December 2018, after considering
the application, the written and oral
submissions by all stakeholders, and
based on the latest available data, the
Regulator concluded, in its Record of
Decision (ROD), that an appropriate
overall adjustment in average tariffs for
the 2020 financial year is a decrease of
6,27%, and has approved that the
following specific changes to the tariff
book will apply from 1 April 2019:
1.	Marine services and related tariffs are
to remain unchanged at the 2019
financial year levels;
2.	All container and RoRo cargo dues are
to decrease by 10%;
3.	Coal dry bulk export cargo dues are to
increase by 10%; and
4.	The following tariffs are to be reduced
to upper limit caps applicable as
follows:
a.	All break-bulk cargo dues are to be
capped at R31,50/tonne;
b.	All dry bulk cargo dues are to be
capped at R20,00/tonne;
c.	All liquid bulk cargo dues are to be
capped at R40,00/KL; and
d.	The tariffs below these upper limit
caps in the categories above will
remain at 2019 financial year tariff
levels, excluding coal dry bulk
export cargo dues.

Capacity creation and maintenance: performance

Maritime
containers

Rail

Pipelines

General
freight

The tariffs for Pipelines are regulated by
the National Energy Regulator of South
Africa (Nersa), while the National Ports
Authority’s tariffs are regulated by the
Ports Regulator of South Africa (The
Regulator). Railway safety permit fees are
charged by the Railway Safety Regulator
(RSR) to the Company. The Company also
operates within a policy context which is
determined by the Department of Public
Enterprises (DPE) and the Department of
Transport (DoT).

Ports

(R billion)

Economic regulation
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SDO: Investment leveraged
and private sector
participation

Section 56 (S56) projects

Operation Phakisa projects

Transnet is guided by section 56 of the
National Ports Act (No 12 of 2005).
The S56 projects help to develop a
competitive and productive South African
ports industry that contributes to South
Africa’s economic growth and
development. The S56 projects present
opportunities for new operators to enter
the port system in line with the country’s
‘transformation agenda 2030’.

Operation Phakisa provides collaborative
partnership opportunities with the private
sector.

As a SOC, we are mandated to deliver
integrated cost-effective services to
promote economic growth in South Africa.
Transnet’s business operations portfolios
enable diverse opportunities to integrate
with private companies to leverage
investments. Through the Investment
Leveraged Portfolio, Transnet seeks to
supplement the growing demand for
economic infrastructure that supports
socio-economic imperatives as mandated
by the Department of Public Enterprises.

Our 2019 PSP performance in brief:
• Three S56 projects launched, namely
Green ship recycling project
(to be implemented across all ports),
Maydon Wharf Agri Terminal project
(public process to commence in the next
financial year), and Lot 100 (Durban
liquid fuels facility) at the Port of
Durban (bid evaluations).
• Total number of S56 projects across the
port system to date: 10.

Private sector partnerships
(PSPs)

2019 – S56 project investments

PSPs represent an opportunity for
Transnet to increase capacity and
efficiencies, to lower the cost of logistics
and to remove barriers to entry for private
investment and operations in the port and
rail environment.

Our performance and outlook
follow on text
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PSPs enables Transnet to:
• Broaden the available finance pool and
expedite infrastructure development
and capacity creation;
• Encourage intermodal efficiencies and
the modal shift from road to rail;
• Leverage private sector skills and
expertise to provide infrastructure and
operations;
• Encourage foreign direct investment in
the South African and regional
infrastructure and industry;
• Mitigate risks for large infrastructure
projects and freight systems
connectivity;
• Position Transnet to support the
involvement of B-BBEE investors in PSP
opportunities, thereby contributing to
transformation in the broader economy;
and
• Improve the social and developmental
benefits leveraged from such
investment programmes through close
collaboration between the public and
private sectors.

Our 2019 Operation Phakisa project
performance in brief:
• R1,8 million invested by National Ports
Authority towards engineering
prefeasibility studies for the Richards
Bay floating dock project. The process
for identifying a floating dock operator
is due to start in the latter part of the
2019 calendar year. This project
demonstrates positive market
appetite and is being progressed
for a combination of public and
private sector investment.
• Berth 205, Mossgas Quay and
East London boat building facility
have not as yet attracted investors
due to a lack of demand in a weak
economic climate.

Section 56 projects
Sunrise Energy Liquefied Petroleum Gas Project

Invested

R1,1 billion

Off-Shore Supply Base (OSSB)

R1,87 billion

Burgan Cape Liquid Bulk Terminal

R650 million

Cape Town Cruise Terminal

R179 million

Durban Cruise Terminal

R215 million

Oil Tanking Grindrod Calulo
Sheds 10 and 11
Green ship recycling (new)
Maydon Wharf Agri Terminal (new)
Lot 100 Port of Durban liquid fuels facility (new)

R2 billion
R20 million
Project inception
phase
Public process in
2020
Bid evaluation

Operational
excellence:
performance
King IV. P5

Revenue from operations
and volumes productivity
Freight Rail

Freight Rail operational and financial
performance for the period ended
31 March 2019 was below expectations,
owing mainly to subdued customer
demand and operational issues. As a
result, volumes railed decreased from
226,3 mt in 2018 to 215,1 mt this year
(a 4,9% decrease).
Revenue for the period under review
decreased by 0,3% to R43,6 billion
compared to the prior year (2018:
R43,7 billion). This deterioration is mainly
driven by the 4,9% decrease in volumes,
resulting in a R2,1 billion unfavourable
volume variance, partially offset by an
increase in average Rand/tonne
(R196,55 in 2019 compared to R186,75 in
2018), resulting in a R1,9 billion
favourable price and mix variance. The
average increase in R/tonne at 5,2% was
slightly higher than the average CPI
(averaged 4,7% over the reporting period)
mainly attributable to the prioritisation of
high yield commodities in the mix.

General freight business

The general freight volumes decreased by
6,7% to 84,7 mt (2018: 90,8 mt) because
of the current weak economic climate as
well as various operational issues
including network, crew and resource
challenges. Some commodities performed
exceptionally well, such as manganese,
which set a new record, and increased by
2,2% to 14,0 mt (2018: 13,7 mt); chrome
volumes increased by 4,6% to 7,1 mt
(2018: 6,7 mt); and timber and paper
volumes increased by 3,4% to 2,4 mt
(2018: 2,3 mt).
The aforementioned was offset by poor
performance in other sectors such as
domestic coal, down by 21,1% to 15,1 mt
(2018: 19,1 mt); mineral mining down by
10,1% to 11,5 mt (2018: 12,8 mt) and
cement and lime lower by 4,1% to 5,7 mt
(2018: 6,0 mt), mainly due to product
unavailability, plant breakdowns, extreme
weather conditions, community unrest
blocking train operations, and the impact
of infrastructure-related crimes on the
Freight Rail network.

Export coal line

competition and unfavourable
macroeconomic conditions. The
R2,5 billion shortfall in cross-border
revenue was partially offset by
R1,7 billion worth of maintenance
work performed for Freight Rail.

Freight Rail railed 72,0 mt of export coal
(2018: 77,0 mt), 6,5% lower than the prior
year. The poor performance was mainly
due to low demand in quarter one, panto
hook ups, power failures, export coal
parties under business rescue, mine
cancellations, cable thefts, derailments
and community unrests that negatively
impacted the export coal line.

In order to respond to the decline in
revenue, Engineering implemented
aggressive cost-optimisation initiatives to
improve its performance with focus on its
two major cost base items, being material
and labour.

Export iron ore line
Export iron ore volumes decreased
marginally by 0,2% to 58,4 mt (2018:
58,5 mt). The main reason for this was
the bridge incident that resulted in a
1,7 mt loss. Rail operations were also
disrupted by extreme weather conditions
during the financial year. In addition, a
number of network challenges, particularly
main line speed restrictions, resulted in
volume losses.
Operating expenses increased by 3,6% to
R24,1 billion compared to the prior year
(2018: R23,2 billion). Austerity measures
fuelled significant cost savings which were
realised mainly in administration and
overhead costs thus mitigating the impact
of increases in certain operating expense
items such as personnel, materials and
fuel costs which increased above inflation.
Fuel costs increased by 18,2%, mainly as
a result of unbudgeted price escalations
exacerbated by the RAF rebate rejection
of R189 million relating to claims dating
back to the 2013 financial year that were
disallowed by SARS.
Driven by the deterioration in revenue, the
EBITDA margin decreased to 44,8%
(2018: 46,8%) with EBITDA reducing by
4,7% to R19,5 billion (2018: R20,5 billion).

Engineering

Engineering recorded revenue of
R10,5 billion (2018: R11,3 billion). It
recorded very low Africa sales for the
current year, mainly due to the tough

Although bargaining unit employees
received a 7,5% inflationary increase,
a headcount reduction has positively
contributed to personnel costs increasing
by a marginal 1,6% year on year.
Engineering is implementing a flexible
workforce model that will assist with
labour cost savings in future financial
years. Engineering has also managed to
reduce operating expenses by 1,1%
(excluding material), due to costoptimisation initiatives with savings noted
in maintenance, energy, travel and leases.
Consequently, Engineering had an EBITDA
loss of R737 million (2018: R139 million
loss). There are significant turnaround
strategies in place to improve
Engineering’s performance.

National Ports Authority

Revenue increased by 6,4% to
R12,5 billion (2018: R11,7 billion).
This is mainly attributable to the increase
in tariffs and the discontinuation of
clawback accounting which was partially
offset by a decrease in volumes.
Net operating expenses decreased by
8,2% to R4,1 billion (2018: R4,5 billion),
due mainly to the capitalisation of
operating lease expenditure as required
by IFRS 16.
Accordingly, EBITDA increased by 15,6%
to R8,3 billion (2018: R7,2 billion).

Table 9: Summary rail volume performance
Key performance indicator
Total rail volumes
General freight
Pipeline volumes
Eskom coal

Unit of measure
million tonnes
million tonnes
billion litres
million tonnes

Container throughput Natcor

TEUs

Container throughput Capecor

TEUs

Automotive

units

2019
target

2019
actual

≥ 235,00

215,13

≥ 17 025

17 825

≥ 99,00

≥ 11,50

84,69
8,54

≥ 352 686

424 908

≥ 272 205

198 039

≥ 28 852

57 744
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Port Terminals

4 534 341 TEUs (2018: 4 663 888 TEUs).
Bulk volumes decreased marginally by
0,8% to 82,4 mt (2018: 83,1 mt). Bulk
volumes were impacted by weaker
commodity prices for magnetite, chrome
and coal as well as load shedding and
supply chain challenges, which impacted
the export of bulk commodities during
the year.

Revenue increased by 5,6% to
R13,1 billion (2018: R12,4 billion).
Volume performance was varied across
the sectors. The automotive sector
increased by 5,6% to 743 350 units
(2018: 704 052 units). Break-bulk
volumes increased by 3,7% to
19,8 mt (2018: 19,1 mt) while container
volumes decreased by 2,8% to

Net operating expenses increased by
3,9% to R8,4 billion (2018: R8,2 billion).

While costs have been tightly managed,
energy costs increased by 8,3% as a result
of higher year-on-year tariff increases and
repairs and maintenance on aging bulk and
other operating equipment increased by
14,5%.

Table 12: Operational efficiency: Density

As a result of the above, Port Terminals
was able to grow its EBITDA by 8,8% to
R4,5 billion (2018: R4,2 billion).

Table 10: Summary port volume performance

Volumes

2018

Target
2019

Bulk and break-bulk volumes (mt)

102,2

106,0

Total automotive volumes (units)

Percentage
increase/
decrease
%

102,7

0,5
(2,8)

4 664

4 625

4 534

725 401

743 350

44,5

42,1

40,4

Petroleum volumes transported for the
period increased by 9,1% to 17 825
million litres (2018: 16 345 million litres).
Net operating expenses decreased by
2,3% to R1,27 billion (2018: R1,3 billion).
This decrease is mainly attributable to

Revenue for the year increased by 17,2%
to R5,3 billion (2018: R4,5 billion). This is
mainly attributable to the Nersa decision
to increase the 2018/19 petroleum
allowable revenue by 25,96%.

Improvement/
decline (on
prior year) or
Actual
equivalent
2019 performance

704 052

Liquid bulk (million kilolitres)

Pipelines

5,6

Target
2019

Actual
2019

General freight (GTK/Route km)
Natcor (GTK/Route km)

5,08
8,04

5,56
10,56

4,87
8,90

> 5,74
> 10,14

Capecor (GTK/Route km)

5,56

5,95

5,77

> 6,93

Southcor (GTK/Route km)

4,71

5,52

5,97

> 6,67

Target
2019

Actual
2019

Target
2020

General freight (GTK’000/Loco/Month)

4 917

4 327

4 551

4 227

Export coal (GTK’000/Loco/Month)
Export iron ore (GTK’000/Loco/Month)

18 547
40 458

17 793
54 594

11 147
34 122

17 232
54 576

Port Terminals’ primary measure of
operational efficiency, average moves per
ship working hour (SWH), has improved
across most container terminals compared
to the prior year. Durban Pier 1 Container
Terminal has improved its average SWH
performance from 46 to 47 moves in 2019.

inventory write-offs in the prior year that
were not repeated. Consequently, EBITDA
of R4,0 billion (2018: R3,2 billion) is
25,2% higher than the prior year.

Durban Pier 2 Container Terminal has
marginally increased its SWH from 53 to
54 moves. The Cape Town Container
Terminal SWH has also increased
marginally to 46 moves from 45 moves in
the prior year. These improvements have
been achieved despite the terminals
experiencing operational challenges due to
the deterioration in weather conditions.

Improvement/
decline (on prior Target achieved/
year) or equivalent
not achieved/
performance
partially achieved

The Ngqura Container Terminal’s SWH has
decreased from 50 to 47 moves due to
limitations in people resources and
equipment uptime, which are both
currently being addressed. The terminal
has also experienced a significant decline
in weather conditions which has had a
negative impact on operations.

Table 14: Port – average moves per ship working hour (SWH)

2018

Target
2019

16 345

17 025

17 825

9,1

Gas volumes (million m3)

489

506

509

4,1

Storage (Mℓ)

315

338

553

75,6

Volumes

2018

Port terminal efficiency

(9,2)

Improvement/
decline (on
prior year) or
Actual
equivalent
2019 performance

Port – containers
productivity and
efficiency

Percentage
increase/
decrease
%

Moves per SWH

2018
Durban Pier 1

46

Durban Pier 2

53

Cape Town

45

Ngqura

50

Target
2019

Performance
2019

Target
2020

≥ 50
≥ 65

47

> 50

54

> 65

45

> 56

47

> 56

≥ 56
≥ 66

Performance

Target

The Richards Bay Dry Bulk Terminal’s loading rate reflected an improvement from 785 tonnes per hour in 2018 to 849 tonnes per hour
in 2019. The discharge (offloading) rate improved from 391 tonnes per hour in 2018 to 462 tonnes per hour in 2019.

Table 15: Port – productivity loading, offloading and dual loading

Rail efficiency

Port –
productivity and
efficiency

Continued efforts to improve efficiencies have yielded positive results, as evidenced by the 4,9% improvement in the general freight
average wagon turnaround time, from 10,0 days in 2018 to 9,6 days.
General freight productivity and efficiency
0

3

Export coal productivity and efficiency
6

9

12

0

Average
Performance 2018 10,0
wagon
8,5
turnaround Target 2019
time (days) Performance 2019 9,6

Wagon
Performance 2018 62,6
cycle time
58,0
Target 2019
(hours)
Performance 2019 64,2

Target 2020

Target 2020

7,9

Export iron ore productivity and efficiency
0

Wagon
Performance 2018 86,8
cycle time
68,0
Target 2019
(hours)
Performance 2019 91,7
Target 2020

2018

Volumes

Volumes

Table 11: Summary pipeline volume performance

Transported petroleum volumes (Mℓ)

Improvement/
decline (on prior
Target achieved/
Target year) or equivalent
not achieved/
2020
performance
partially achieved

Table 13: Operational efficiency: Loco-utilisation

Container volumes (000 TEUs)
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87,7

25

17

35

52

63,8

Performance key
50

75

100

Improvement on prior year performance
Decline on prior year performance

70

Dual loading
(Tonnes per
hour)
Loading rate
(Tonnes per
hour)

Target
2019

Performance
2019

Target
2020

Performance

Target

Saldanha – iron ore
8 576

8 100

8 657

8 100

Richards Bay DBT – Loading
– Magnetite

1 229

1 050

1 236

1 100

Richards Bay DBT – Loading
– Chrome

820

950

893

950

Richards Bay DBT – Loading – Coal

688

800

691

800

615

600

532

650

Richards Bay DBT – Offloading
Offloading rate
(Tonnes per hour) – Coking coal

The average tonnes dual loaded per hour at the Saldanha Iron Ore Terminal has been maintained above the target of 8 094 tonnes
per hour.
Maritime connectivity

General freight business
0

Target achieved
Target partially achieved

2018

Index

Performance 2018 37,4

12,5

25

37,5

0

50

RAMS %
NTK

Performance 2018

31,4

Target 2019

>
- 34
>
- 29

Equivalent performance to prior year

Target 2019

Target not achieved

Performance 2019 40,1

Performance 2019

Target 2020

Target 2020

≥ 37,4
40,1

32

10

20

30

40

60

Table 16: Port – average ship turnaround times
Port – efficiency

Pipelines efficiency

2018

Target
2019

Performance
2019

Target
2020

69
72

≥ 55
≥ 53

56
60

< 55
< 63

32
38

≥ 27
≥ 30

33
31

< 32
< 30

Durban Pier 1
Durban Pier 2

Cape Town
Ngqura

Operating cost per ml.km (nominal R/ml.km)
Performance

Target
Operating
cost

Table 17: Port – anchorage waiting time
Target
2019

2018

42
79
34
42

Anchorage waiting Durban Pier 1
times (average
Durban Pier 2
hours)
Cape Town
Ngqura

Performance 2019
Target 2020

(% of deliverables within two hours of plan)

180

0

Performance 2018

86

Target 2019

88

139

Performance 2019

91

167

Target 2020

90

Delivery
time

≤ 30
≤ 40
≤ 28
≤ 28

Performance
2019

33
66
34
29

Target
2020

Performance

Target

< 25
< 30
< 25
< 28

NMPP
capacity
utilisation

25

50

75

100

Performance key
35

70

105

140

Improvement on prior year performance

Performance 2018

115:148

Decline on prior year performance

Target 2019

128:148

Target achieved

Performance 2019

110:148

Target partially achieved

Target 2020

124:148

Equivalent performance to prior year
Target not achieved

A five-year perspective for volume performance is reflected below:

Durban Pier 2 (hours)

Cape Town (hours)
Ngqura (hours)
Richards Bay (hours)
Saldanha (minutes)

4
4
4
12
4
11
109

2,3
2,0
1,3
7,5
3,8
9,1
109

Target
2020

Performance

100

4
4
4
12
4
11
109

Target
2019

Performance
2019

Target
2020

55
72
36
36
24

35
35
35
35
35

41
69
35
36
31

35
65
35
35
35

Durban Pier 1
Cape Town
Ngqura
Richards Bay

Performance

Port – productivity
and efficiency
Durban Pier 1
Durban Pier 2

Cape Town
Ngqura
Port Elizabeth

Target 2020

21
26

60

138

Target
2019

Performance
2019

Target
2020

25
23
30
25
23

26
32
33
32
25

24
21
22
21
21

26
28
28
28
25

Performance

22,5

30

2016

2017

72,1

73,8

2018

76,3

77,0

72,0

Improvement on prior year performance

215,1

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

4 571

4 366

4 396

4 663

4 534

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

17 186

17 426

16 978

16 345

17 825

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

92

5 000
4 000
3 000
2 000
1 000

2015

2016

2017

2018

0

2019

Export iron ore
70

226,3

Containers (TPT)

48

0

219,1

0

2019

16

Performance key
15

2015

32

Target

214,2

46

64

59,7

Petroleum
58,1

57,2

58,5

58,4

20 000

56

16 000

42

12 000

Decline on prior year performance
Target achieved
Target partially achieved
Equivalent performance to prior year
Target not achieved

(mt)

>- 24

184

80

226,6

230

84,7

Export coal

(mt)

2018

Intermodel (containers and vehicles)

Target 2019

90,8

80

0

Target

Table 20: Port – moves per gross crane hour

Performance 2019

88,1

‘000 TEUs

2018
Durban Pier 2

Performance 2018 23,6

84,0

20

Port – productivity
and efficiency

7,5

90,6

40

Table 19: Port – truck turnaround time

0

Total rail

General freight (GFB)

Target

(mt)

2,4
2,2
1,1
7,8
3,9
8,4
105

Durban Pier 1 (hours)

Performance
2019

(mt)

Target
2019

2018

Port Elizabeth (hours)

RAMS
% NTK

168

135

Five-year review: Business growth through volume performance

Port – containers
productivity and
efficiency

Moves per gross
crane hour

135

Target 2019

90

0

Table 18: Port – train turnaround time

Truck turnaround
time (minutes)

Performance 2018

45

DJP + NMPP capacity utilisation

Port – efficiency

Train turnaround
time (hours/
minutes)

0

Planned vs actual delivery time

(ml)

Average ship
turnaround times
(containers STAT
hour)
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8 000
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4 000

0

2015

2016
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2019

0
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SDO: Regional integration

Transnet’s geographic expansion opportunities will
ideally be achieved through port and rail operating
concession agreements. These agreements will be
pursued collaboratively with suitable regional
logistics partners to accelerate the economic
integration processes that help develop regional
value chains. Transnet Africa unit is responsible for
enabling the Company’s competitiveness, growth and
development in the region through reliable delivery of
freight, port and pipeline solutions.
Transnet continues to establish Joint Operating
Centres (JOCs) and inter-rail agreements to improve
corridor efficiencies across all our regional
partnerships.
Our 2019 regional integration performance in brief:
• Cross-border revenue from Transnet Engineering:
R166 million in 2019 (2018: R254 million).
• Inter-Africa transshipment: R798,17 million
(2018: R278 million).
• Freight Rail cross-border revenue: R2,152 billion
(2018: R3,785 billion).

Positive operational performance
highlights
We are pleased to report the following performance
highlights reflecting instances of superior
performance within our operations:
• Following the breakdown of stacker reclaimer 4 in
Saldanha, repair on the equipment was completed
within seven days, as opposed to the original
timeline of four weeks, thereby significantly
reducing the impact of the breakdown.
• Repair of the iron ore rail bridge accident, that
occurred in December 2018, took nine days against
a projected
11 days to complete. The two-day schedule gain
resulted in a Transnet revenue opportunity of R56
million, and a benefit to the South African economy
of R474 million.
• Record manganese volumes moved in a week of
329 000 tonnes was railed in April 2019.
• A record volume of 14,3 million tonnes of
manganese was moved on rail and a further 2
million tonnes by the port for the year.
• The largest production train in the world was
officially implemented in Saldanha in April 2019,
with 125 wagons of manganese.
• Transnet successfully enabled the only 100%
sinter beneficiating manganese producer in the
country (Kalagadi Manganese) on 1 April 2019.
• Record automotive volumes of 510 000 vehicle
units were handled at Durban Ro-Ro Terminal for
the year.

SDO: Health and safety

Cross-border revenue by Operating Division
Budget

Actual

Variance
(%)

TFR

2 924

2 152

-26

TE

2 100

166

-92

TNPA Transshipment

69,22

69,77

+1

TPT Transshipment

853,5

728,4

-14,7

6,3

5,9

-6,4

138

108

-22

6 091,02

3 229,81

-47

Operating Divisions
(R million)
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TPT Consulting
TPL
Total
Total cross-border rail volumes
0

3,75

7,50

11,25

15,0

Performance 2018 9,27

(mt)

Target 2019
Target 2020

OD/Business

Cross-border rail revenue
1 000

2 000

3 000

4 000

Performance 2018 3 267,8
Target 2019

3 785,0

Performance 2019 2 152,0*
Target 2020

2 833,0

* Includes R112,7 million revenue generated from interim solutions
implemented in Zambia and Zimbabwe

Freight Rail
Engineering
Port Terminals
National Ports Authority
Pipelines
Transnet Group Capital
Transnet Corporate Centre
Transnet Property
Group

Employee wellness
Performance key
Improvement on prior year
performance

Target partially achieved

Decline on prior year
performance

Equivalent performance to
prior year

Target achieved

Transnet continues to implement safety
measures to prevent safety incidents,
particularly at level crossings. These
include level-crossing blocks, safety
billboards, public awareness campaigns
and awareness campaigns at schools.

Table 21 reflects DIFR figures recorded
per Operating Division during the year.

During the year we lost four colleagues
and 134 members of the public to fatal
accidents in and around our operations.

Disabling Injuries (DIs)

11,2

0

Our 2019 safety performance in brief:
• Disabling injuries: 509 (2018: 539)
• Public fatalities: 134 (2018: 102)
• Running line derailments: 65 (2018: 80)
• Shunting derailments: 153 (2018: 140)

Table 21: Operating Divisions’ DIFR performance for 2019

9,17

Performance 2019 9,12

(R million)

Safety performance
Transnet’s safety performance is
measured against industry-recognised
indicators, such as the disabling injury
frequency rate (DIFR), fatalities, loss
incidents and derailments. We continue to
strive towards improved safety
performance each year through the
implementation of ‘Zero Harm’ measures
to improve efficiencies as well as safety

In respectful memory of our late
colleagues:
• Mr Bongani Lucky Magagula
• Mr Henry Tshikila
• Mr Abednego Nkuluma Kubheka
• Mr Bantubonke Qikani

management. We acknowledge that the
highly industrial nature and scope of our
activities requires targeted efforts to
maintain the highest standards of safety
for our employees, contractors, business
partners, customers and communities.
The Company’s DIFR for the year
decreased from 0,73 in 2018 to 0,71
against a tolerance of 0, 75.

Target not achieved

We are guided by the Safety, Health,
Environment and Quality Policy in our
safety management approach advocating
Zero Harm to self, colleagues and the
environment. We also acknowledge that
productivity is an elusive concept
especially if it is not merged with
employees’ well-being. As such, Transnet
ensures that a healthy and safe workforce
relies on the mindful balance between
employee wellness and productivity.
Our 2019 wellness performance in brief:
• Unplanned absenteeism rate: 3,49%
(2018: 3,49%)
• Sick absenteeism rate: 2, 86%
(2018: 2,85%)
• Overall unplanned leave cost:
R614,3 million (2018: R585,1 million)
• Sick leave cost: R353,8 million
(2018: R439,7 million)
• Face-to-face counselling sessions
provided: 15 814
• Calls made to the EAP service provider
by Transnet employees: 9 538
• Investment in our chronic disease
management programme: R3,5 million
• Number of employee awareness
campaigns rolled out across the
Company: 45

Disabling Injuries Frequency Rate (DIFR)

2017/18FY

2018/19FY

2017/18FY

2018/19FY

334
91
92
16
1
1
0
4
539

342
82
61
20
2
1
1
0
509

0,91
0,66
0,67
0,33
0,09
0,08
0,00
0,35
0,73

0,90
0,66
0,52
0,41
0,18
0,09
0,19
0,00
0,71

SDO: Environmental
stewardship

Environmental stewardship is a
mechanism that Transnet employs to
minimise its environmental impacts and
prevent pollution through an integrated
systems approach. As a SOC, it is both our
core mandate and a key impetus of our
strategic purpose to ensure that we
steward the natural resources in our
operational areas to support the
well-being of future generations.

Water stewardship
Transnet is exposed to various water risks
due to the Company’s national footprint.
Our operations are located in three of the

highly water-stressed catchments in the
country, i.e. Olifants, Inkomati-Usuthu and
Berg-Olifants. We also continue to engage
with public and private stakeholders in key
water-stressed catchments to
collaboratively develop sustainable
solutions. Transnet has bilateral
engagements with the Department of
Water and Sanitation to monitor
water-related issues affecting our
operations and to ensure compliance and,
where possible, to shape policy outcomes.
We participated in the Carbon Disclosure
Project: Water and achieved a C score1
in 2019. The score highlighted a need for
the business to step up its water
stewardship efforts by setting meaningful
targets and embedding the reality, risks
and opportunities of a water-secure
future into their business through
operational practices, and financial and
policy decision-making.
In 2019, Transnet consumed 33 megalitres
of water and we endeavour to implement
initiatives that will lower this across
our operations.
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Waste management

Heritage management

Energy management

Transnet’s operations generate numerous
waste streams. Transnet has identified,
applied and received remediation orders
for contaminated sites as per the
requirements of section 36 of the
National Environmental Management:
Waste Act, No 59 of 2008 (Waste Act).
We are implementing the conditions of the
remediation orders as per the developed
rehabilitation plans. Engagements with
authorities are ongoing to ensure we
implement the best options for managing
and rehabilitating contaminated areas.

We further protect and relocate historical
graves within our operations, where
impact cannot be avoided. During 2019,
we relocated 48 graves on the Swazi Rail
Link from farming land to a formal
cemetery in Lothair, Mpumalanga.

In South Africa, energy supply is
dominated by coal, accountable for 59%
of the primary energy supply, followed by
renewables at 20% and crude oil at 16%.
Natural gas contributes 3%, while nuclear
contributes only 2% to the total primary
supply2. The Draft Integrated Resource
Plan 2018 envisages that renewables will
contribute 26% to electricity generation,
while coal will contribute 44,5% in 2030;
this is a clear indication that South Africa
is transforming towards a low-carbon
economy.

Transnet further performs ad hoc
clean-ups in contaminated areas where
asbestos exposure presents risks to
employees and the public.
Our 2019 waste management performance
in brief:
• Revenue generated through the
recovery of general and hazardous
waste such as scrap metal and used oil:
R210,24 million (2018: R89,4 million)
• Hazardous waste disposed:
35 855 tonnes (of which 60% was
contaminated soil)
• Asbestos remediation and
rehabilitation: Nine sites and
49,2 tonnes (2018: 929,88 tonnes)
• Clean-up of hydrocarbon contaminated
sites: seven

Biodiversity enhancement
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Our operations traverse numerous
ecosystems. Conservation and
biodiversity enhancement not only benefit
the communities where we operate but, is
critical in ensuring our long-term business
sustainability. Transnet monitors and
controls invasive species throughout our
operations. In total, 1 158 ha of alien and
invasive species was eradicated. We
monitor also the environmental health of
estuaries in our port operations, where we
direct our conservation efforts to
understand and mitigate the impact of
environmental risks on the marine
environment.

Air quality management
Transnet handles large quantities of
commodities which impact on air quality.
Transnet continues to manage and
implement Air Emissions Licences (AELs)
conditions, as per the National
Environmental Management: Air Quality
Act, 39 of 2004. We endeavour to mitigate
any air quality infringements and to
operate within legal limits.
Operational trends reflect that different
ranges of emission intensity are highly
influenced by activities, such as volumes
moved or handled and seasonal patterns.
Emissions tend to peak during winter
months where dispersion is at its lowest.
Through our monitoring efforts, we have,
however, observed a reduction in
emissions over the past five years.
Significant environmental incidents during
the year were mainly due to train
derailments, operational incidents and
suspected cases of theft and vandalism,
as well as spillages ranging from coal,
chrome and petrochemicals (diesel, petrol,
oil). The business also experienced two
pipeline spillages; one due to a pipeline
rupture in Mpumalanga where diesel was
spilled into the natural environment and
another one was due to an operational
fault at Pipelines’ Howick Depot where
600 litres of crude oil was spilled. The
relevant authorities were informed and
clean-ups were completed on the affected
sites.
Our 2019 compliance performance in brief:
• Number of compliance inspections by
authorities: 8
• Significant environmental incidents:
15 (2018: 12)
• Value of fines due to non-compliance:
R1 million
• Number of pipeline spillages: 2
(2018: 0)

Of the 3 176 930 MWh consumed by
Transnet, 57% was supplied by Eskom’s
coal-dominated national grid. Electricity
generation is the largest key source of
greenhouse gas (GHGs) emissions in South
Africa. Transnet continues to implement
energy-efficiency measures to manage
electricity consumption. Fuel accounted
for approximately 43% of energy needs.
Diesel fuel, imported from oil-extracting
countries and manufactured by emissionsintensive processing locally, emits GHG at
a high cost to the environment, both in
climate change and localised air quality.
Approximately 74% of the Transnet total
electricity and fuel consumption is
accounted for in Freight Rail, one of our
largest Operating Divisions.
Natural gas has been identified as a key
energy source for South Africa’s growth
and transition to a lower-carbon economy,
requiring enabling infrastructure. Transnet
is preparing for partnerships with the
private sector to establish common-user
midstream Natural Gas Networks of
integrated port facilities and pipelines (for
import, storage and regasification of
liquefied natural gas and the transmission
of natural gas to multi-sectoral customers
in the industrial, power and transport
sectors). Through our research and
development unit, we continue to
investigate alternative means of energy
efficiency and opportunities resulting
from gas and hybrid-type locomotives.
Our 2019 energy performance in brief:
• In 2019, energy constituted 18,7% of
Transnet’s total operating cost
compared to 16,8% reported in 2018.

Transnet’s total electricity consumption over the period 2014
to 2019 decreased by 10,0% from 3 529 GWh in 2014 to
3 177 GWh in 2019.

In 2019, 74,4% of electricity was used for Freight Rail traction
and the remainder in Transnet’s properties, ports, pipelines and
engineering operations.

Electricity consumption (GWh)

Electricity distribution %
-10%

4 000

3 529

3 263

3 208

0
3 308

3 177

3 500
3 000
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2 000

500
0

2014/15

2015/16

2016/17
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2018/19
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74,4
6,3
7,0
6,4
2,9
1,9
1,1

Traction
TFR RE
TPT
TPL
TE
TP
TNPA

Fuel distribution %
0

Transnet’s total fuel consumption over the period 2014 to
2019 increased by 4,5% from 247,9 megalitres in 2014 to
236,7 megalitres in 2019.

Traction

74,3

Stationary

12,4

Fuel consumption (Megalitres)

On road

9,2

Marine diesel

4,2

Jet fuel

0,1

-4,5%
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247,9

232,4
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246,0
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Efficiency (tonne/GJ)

100

+6,4%
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0
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Transnet’s overall energy efficiency (tonne/GJ) over the period
2014 to 2019 improved by 6,4% from 18,0 tonne/GJ in 2014 to
19,1 tonne/GJ in 2019.
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Transnet’s total carbon emissions (tCO2e) over the period 2014
to 2019 decreased by 12,9% from 4,34 tCO2e in 2014 to
3,78 tCO2e in 2019.
Carbon footprint (mtCO2e)
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Of the total fuel consumption figure, 74,3% was used for Freight
Rail diesel traction, 12,4% on home-base fuel, 9,2% on road
vehicles, 4,2% on marine diesel and 0,1% jet fuel.

1 000

1,0

Company goes through four main steps, starting with disclosure of their current position; moving to awareness which looks at whether a company is
conscious of its environmental impact; to management, so if a company is managing these overall impacts and the risks and opportunities related to
these; and finally leadership, which is a measure of whether a company is implementing best practices in this environmental realm. F: Failure to
provide sufficient information, D: Disclosure, C: Awareness, B: Management, A: Leadership.
South African Energy Sector Report, DoE, 2018.
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With respect to Transnet Shareholder’s
Compact agreement the total carbon
emission intensity (kgCO2e) performance
recorded a 2,3% reduction from 2018.
Carbon emissions (Scope 1&2)
Intensity (kgCO2e/tonne)
-2,3%

12

10,12

10,06

9,88

Group-weighted energy efficiency
0,6

+2,8%
0,50%

0,51%

0,5
0,4
0,3

10

0,2

8

0,1

6

0,0

Per year

Target

4
2
0

Modal shift from road to rail
Per year

Target

Actual

The overall weighted energy-efficiency
performance for 2019 recorded a 2,8%
improvement above the Shareholders’
Compact target (each operation’s
energy-efficiency performance against
own target measured per weight
contributed to total energy).

South Africa’s shift to a low-carbon
economy necessitates a reduction of
carbon emissions in the transport sector
with support for a significant shift of
cargo from road to rail.
We anticipate that the introduction of
carbon tax, and carbon budget constraints,
will encourage business to reduce GHGs in
order to limit their carbon tax burden. This

also presents opportunities for Transnet
to position the benefits of carbonemissions savings from shifting road
cargo to rail, especially for the hauling of
large volumes over long distances.
Transnet is investing aggressively in rail
development to accommodate current and
future freight demand; to improve quality
of service and reliability; and to reduce rail
costs. In the past five years,
approximately 34,4 mt of cargo was
shifted from road to rail, amounting to
carbon emission savings of 2,4 mtCO2e in
the transport sector. The carbon emissions
savings in 2019 amount to 110 ktCO2e,
contributing to the reduction of carbon
emissions in the transport sector.
Our 2019 road-to-rail performance in
brief:
• Road-to-rail volume gains amounted to
1 650 266,4 tonnes
• Carbon emissions savings in 2019
amounted to 110 078,8 tCO2e

Table 22: Carbon mitigation results from road-to-rail gains up to March 2019
Commodity groups

Carbon emissions savings
(tCO2e)

Agriculture and Bulk Liquids

238 583,8

14 758,4

Coal

198 014,6

8 926,3

Containers and Automotive

665 552,2

50 586,7

79 729,9

9 032,5

Mineral Mining and Chrome

141 169,6

7 960,8

Steel and Cement

327 216,2

18 814,1

1 650 266,4

110 078,8

Iron Ore and Manganese

Total
* Numbers rounded to one decimal place.
Note: Calculations are based on volume gained and distance travelled.
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Volume gains
(tonnes)

Industrialisation:
performance

SDO: Skills development

Research and
development
King IV. P5

Our research and development (R&D)
portfolio contributes to the diversification
of Transnet’s revenue and business
streams, with the intention of expanding
from the commodity product portfolio to
higher value-adding products and services.
Our R&D portfolio researches enabling
technologies such as autonomous
vehicles, additive manufacturing, 3D
printing, material science, and energy
storage. It further serves as a product and
business support department, involved in
continuous upgrade, modification, testing
and commissioning of the current fleets to
ensure greater operational reliability.
The development of the South African
TransAfrica Locomotive (TAL) has been
one of our greatest achievements, and we
are preparing for TAL testing in the next
financial year. Freight Rail intends to
incorporate additional requirements into
the current design.
Our 2019 research and development
performance in brief:
• Investment in the research and
development portfolio: R110,8 million
• Table 23 provides an overview of our
R&D performance against key
performance indicators

Transnet remains committed to skills
development and the upskilling of critical
skills within the organisation and the
communities along our servitudes. Our
youth development initiatives enable us to
respond to the National Youth
Development Strategy, while Transnet’s
schools of Engineering, Rail, Pipeline and
Maritime School of Excellence provide
sector-specific training to increase the
employability of our communities.
The impact of the 4th Industrial
Revolution on our industry is bringing
far-reaching change. As such, Transnet
is assessing the skills required for this
new environment and working to close
the skills gaps resulting from industry
disruptions and new opportunities
presented by technology. Already our
schools are equipped with state-of-theart simulation and digital learning
technologies to respond to future
skills requirements.
While we seek to remain competitive in
our industry, we acknowledge that our
operational sustainability depends on
our ability to implement our skills
development programmes. Transnet was
awarded a Certificate of Recognition for
Excellence in Skills Development and
Training at the Transport Sector
Education Training Authority (TETA) Skills
Summit.

Table 23: Research and development performance for 2019
Research and development

KPI

2019 Target

2019

Second generation
TransAfrica locomotive

Number of project
milestones completed

2

0

MC 25-Baluleka coach

Number of project
milestones completed

7

0

Skills development

% of TMPS

≥ 4,00

0,29

Local spend

% of total spend

≥ 75,00

65,34

Technology transfer/
intellectual property (IP)

% of TMPS

≥ 1,50

0,74

Investment in plant

% of TMPS

≥ 6,00

0,18

Our 2019 skills development performance
in brief:
• Percentage of labour cost spent on
training: 2,5% (2018: 2,9%)
• Sector-specific training programmes
intake: 1 902 (2018: 1 996)
• Full-time engineering bursaries
awarded in various disciplines: 60
• Engineering technician trainees offered
workplace experience opportunities:
108
• New apprentices joined the Company’s
apprenticeship scheme: 223
• New young professionals-in-training
contracted: 250
• Number of engineering bursars in
Transnet’s talent pool: 477
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SDO: Industrial capability
building

667,89

% of training spend

Output
2019
2,5%
(target: 3,1%)

Apprentices programme
223
368
(target: 200)

Technicians-in-Training
97,56

Number of new trainees

129

Engineers-in-Training
126,74

Number of engineers

230

Young Professionals-in-Training
47,40

Number of trainees

250

Chartered Accountants Training Programme
Individuals who have successfully completed an Accounting degree at
a University, undergoing a three-year Chartered Accountant
Programme

6,25

Number of chartered
accounting trainees

17

Individuals who are participating in a practical technical learnership
(P1,P2), work-integrated learning in order to obtain a qualification, who
have been awarded a stipend from Transnet

14,26

Number of new Technician
learners
Number of Technician
learners completed

200
(target: 200)
181

Table 25: Bursar and learnership development programme
Programmes

Input
R million
2019

KPIs

Output
2019

Engineering bursars
Engineering bursars Individuals who are registered for a four-year
BEng/BSc Eng. degree to which a full-time bursary has been
awarded; and other bursaries Non-technical bursars Individuals who
are registered for a non-technical degree to which a full-time
bursary has been awarded National Diploma (technical bursars)
Individuals who are registered for a National Diploma to which a
full-time bursary has been awarded

Number of new bursars
Number of bursars in the
system

60
(target: ≥ 50)

41
(target: 40)

This includes trainees across Operating Divisions, i.e. Engineering,
Rail, Pipelines, Ports.
Learnership Development Programmes

Engineering, Rail, Port and Pipeline

3,04 Number of youth enrolled in
the programme
2,81

80
60

59

80

88

101

103
92,62

Key performance area
Industrial capability
building

65

CSDP (SD value)

50

Number of trainees completed
1 902
training
(target 1 002)

2019
Target
(without March
PPPFA 2019
Unit of
measure exemption)
%
% of TMPS

> 39

17,66

40

SD

% of TMPS

>4

0,29

20

Technology transfer/IP

% of TMPS

> 1,25

0,74

Investment in plant

% of TMPS

>5

0,18

0

Table 27: B-BBEE categories of spend

Unit of measure

2019 Target
(without PPPFA
exemption)

March 2019
%

% of total spend

> 75

65,34

B-BBEE

% of TMPS

> 70

92,62

Black women-owned

% of TMPS

>5

28,50

Black owned

% of TMPS

> 15

42,14

Black youth-owned

% of TMPS

>1

1,11

EME

% of TMPS

>7

8,41

QSE

% of TMPS

>5

10,12

People living with disabilities

% of TMPS

> 0,125

0,13

Local spend
Number of other bursars

Sector-specific training

75

Key performance area (Transformation)

Other bursaries

Call centre, professional driving, health and safety, point of sale,
Youth Unemployment Programme.

105
94

477

36,75

• Non-Technical bursar
• National Diploma Technical bursar

Table 26: Industrial capability

120
100

Technical Learner

Transnet recognises that today’s
entrepreneurs and small businesses are
South Africa’s future creators of direct
and indirect employment and will form a
critical part in the country’s economic
revival. Accordingly, Transnet’s ED

% B-BBEE spend of TMPS

2012

Young graduates in non-technical fields receiving workplace
experience and skills

Transnet’s SD programme promotes skills
development and aims to create and
preserve jobs in the South African
economy. It further encourages the
transfer of intellectual property and the
promotion of local suppliers and
ultimately promotes industrialisation
through contractually-obligated SD plans.
SD spend amounted to R5,7 billion
(17,66% of TMPS), with the following
category breakdown: SD of R92,19 million
(0,29% of TMPS), investment in plant of
R59,27 million (0,18% of TMPS) and
technology transfer of R259,55 million
(0,74% of TMPS).

Enterprise development (ED)

Transnet’s total recognised B-BBEE spend
for the year, as per the Department of
Trade and Industry Codes (the Codes), is
R29,93 billion or 92,62% of total

2011

Graduates, who have completed an Engineering degree at University,
undergoing a two-year structured development programme

Transnet’s B-BBEE verification covers six
of the seven elements of the Generic
Transport Public Sector Scorecard,
excluding the ownership element. The Rail
Charter, Maritime Charter and Property
Charter are also applied. Transnet was
rated a Level 2 B-BBEE contributor in
2019.

2010

Individuals who have successfully completed a National Diploma in
Engineering studies at a University of Technology, undergoing an
18-month structured development programme

B-BBEE spend

2015

Number of artisans
that completed training

2014

Number of new trainees

2013

25,18

2009

A work-based learning under the supervision and guidance of a skilled,
qualified artisan with an employer

Supplier development (SD)

2018

Training spend

KPIs

2017

Programmes

Input
R million
2019

programmes provide much-needed
financial and practical business support
and entrepreneurship training to advance
small businesses.

measured procurement spend (TMPS)
of R32,31 billion (2018: R25,8 billion or
86,9% of R29,7 billion). Transnet spent
R13,61 billion (42,14% of TMPS) on
black-owned enterprises; R9,20 billion
(28,5% of TMPS) on black womenowned enterprises; R2,71 billion (8,41%
of TMPS) on exempted microenterprises (EMEs); and R3,26 billion
(10,12% of TMPS) on qualifying small
enterprises (QSEs). Black youth-owned
enterprise spend accounts for
R360 million (1,11% of TMPS).
Enterprise spend relating to black
people living with disabilities accounts
for R42 million (0,13% of TMPS).

2016

Table 24: Skills development programme
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Table 28: Building and transforming our economy through Enterprise and Supplier Development
# Initiatives
1

2

3

4

5
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6

7

8

• Shanduka
Black
Umbrellas

• Godisa

• J unior
Achievement
South Africa
(JASA)

• S
 ABS

• E
 mpangeni
Hub (building
refurbishment)

• Small
Enterprise
Development
Agency
Incubation
• CVC Africa

• Mtiya
Dynamics

Description
• A non-financial support
service aimed at
incubating 100%
black-owned SMMEs,
which can meet
Transnet’s supply chain
needs.
• The fund is a
collaboration between
Transnet, Anglo
American and Small
Enterprise Finance
Agency to provide
financial and nonfinancial support to
Transnet black-owned
suppliers.
• A
 school programme
that provides
entrepreneurship skills
to high school students.

 his is an incubation
•T
programme designed to
assist black-owned
SMMEs with design,
research and
development skills.

•T
 he enterprise
development hub aims to
ensure that Transnet
creates an enabling
environment for SMMEs
to access products and
services that are offered
by both provincial and
national economic
development
institutions.
• I ncubation and
mentorship of military
veterans in KwaZuluNatal (KZN) and Eastern
Cape (EC).
• D
 evelops
entrepreneurship and
innovation for the
Transport and logistics
industry.
• I ncubation and
mentorship of military
veterans in KZN and EC.
• E
 nterprise and skills
development and
research for black owned
business.

Outcomes

Type of
programme

Beneficiaries

Investment
2019

 usiness incubation and
• B
mentorship
• 3
 0 companies are
incubated in PE and
Richards Bay
• 9
 7 jobs were created

• Enterprise
• Black-owned
Development
SMMEs
through
incubation

R10 million

• Provides financial
assistance to 21 blackowned current suppliers
• In 2013 Transnet awarded
a 15,5 billion oil contract
to nine black-owned
companies
• Some of these suppliers
benefited

 upplier
• Revolving loan
• S
Development

R13 million

• School programme that
provides entrepreneurship
skills
• 321 learners benefited
• 20 youth-owned
businesses were formed.
• Established five
entrepreneurial academies
in four provinces and more
than 35 jobs created
• 100 black-owned
businesses were
incubated and provided
with entrepreneurial,
research and innovation
skills over a three-year
period
• 36 businesses were
established by the school’s
learners
• One of the black
industrialists was from
this programme
• Building refurbishment for
incubation

• E
 nterprise
• High school
Development
learners

• 16 SMMES currently
incubated

• 2
 01 beneficiaries
benefited

• 2
 0 SMME black
industrialists were
incubated

R4,2 million

SDO: Employment and
transformation

• E
 nterprise
• Incubation of
Development
Transnet
former
Graduates-inTraining (GITs)
that are
unemployed

• E
 nterprise
• Incubation of
Development
Transnet
former GITs
that are
unemployed
• Enterprise
• M
 ilitary
Development
veterans based
in KZN and
Eastern Cape

• E
 nterprise
• B
 lack
Development
industrialist
incubation

R10,6 million

R7,3 million

R4 million

R29 million

R3,5 million

2018

Designated categories

Transnet upholds the principles of the
United Nations Global Compact (UNGC)
on equity and anti-discrimination, and as
an organisation seeks to reflect the
diversity of South African society.
The employee race profile for the year
was 75,1% African, 9,8% coloured,
3,3% Indian and 11,8% white. Female
representation now exceeds 28,9% in
executive, senior, professional and
skilled technical levels, including a
38,1% representation in the Interim
Executive Committee.
Representation of people with disabilities
remains a challenge, at 2,3% of the total
headcount (2018: 2,4%). The employment
of people with disabilities remains a
priority for Transnet’s transformation
agenda.

• E
 nterprise
• Black-owned
Development
SMMEs
research and
development

Table 29: Transnet employment equity profile

We continue to build our talent pool of
younger employees with the intake of
graduates into our Graduates-in-Training
programmes and other learnerships. To
further strengthen the talent pool for
succession, we assign young mentees to
our more mature personnel to provide
guidance and technical skills transfer. At
least 37,2% of our workforce comprises
personnel < 35 years, a decrease from the
39% in 2018. A decrease has also been
noted in the older workforce at 0,02%
(2018: 0,03%).

2019

Black

85,2

88,2*

Females at executive level

50,0

38,1

Females at extended executive level

43,2

44,4

Females below extended executive level

27,7

28,9

2,4

2,3

Male

Female

70

58

505

274

2 628

1 727

Skilled

11 730

6 905

Semi-skilled

13 301

4 718

5 957

1 462

People with disabilities
* Including contract employees.

Table 30: Black employees: Males and Females

Top management
Senior management
Professional

Unskilled

Table 31: Employee by age distribution
2019
Actual
number of
category
employees

% of the
overall
workforce

15

0,02

61-62 years

1 718

3,1

56-60 years

4 801

8,6

46-55 years

9 303

16,6

36-45 years

19 308

34,5

26-35 years

19 540

34,9

18-25 years

1 261

2,3

63 years

72

SDO: Community
development

Healthcare
As a SOC, Transnet continues to address
the triple challenges of poverty,
unemployment and inequality. We continue
to prioritise healthcare services to rural
and semi-rural communities through two
main healthcare programmes:

Teenage health programmes
Our teenage health programmes advance
health rights across South Africa by
recognising that ‘health rights’ are ‘human
rights’. These programmes continue to be
responsive to the needs of adolescents
and youth as outlined in the National
Adolescent and Youth Health Policy and
include stakeholders from Government,
civil society and the private sector.

Phelophepa Healthcare
Trains I and II
Our Phelophepa Healthcare Trains I and II
extend the reach of primary healthcare
services and healthcare education to
enable individuals along Transnet’s
national corridors to receive healthcare
that they would not otherwise have access
to. Our pharmacy provides up to schedule
4 medication. The health clinic treats
common illnesses and ailments, diabetes
and provides cancer screening. The dental
clinic is equipped to perform teeth
cleaning, extractions and restorations, and
also has a digital x-ray unit for intra-oral
radiography. The eye clinic treats patients’
eyes and sight, while prescription
spectacles are produced in the laboratory
on the train and a range of ready-made
‘readers’ are also available. The
educational clinic trains volunteers from
each community in preventative
healthcare at each of the stations on
route. The psychology clinic continues to
provide a valuable link to local community
psychologists, social workers and other
professionals for follow-up assistance.
Our 2019 community health performance
in brief:
• Investment in the Phelophepa
Healthcare Trains: R88,44 million
• Patients receiving medication through
the on-board pharmacies: 55 468
• Patients receiving primary healthcare:
66 913
• Patients receiving dentistry services:
24 264
• Patients receiving optometry services:
46 712

Employee Volunteerism (EV)

Table 32: Youth benefitting from health programmes nationally
Province
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Adolescent
Males

Adolescent
Females

Youth out
of School

1 044
322
247
383
228

2 238
1 016
501
959
1 304

395

452
200

900
673

100
779

410

1 505
9 096

2 183

Kwa-Zulu Natal
Free State
Northern Cape
Eastern Cape
Limpopo

Mpumalanga
North West Province

Western Cape
Total

• Patients receiving counselling services:
1 894
• Individuals assisted through outreach:
452 866 (2018: 435 332)
• Volunteers trained on preventative
healthcare at edu-clinics: 6 591
• Experimental learning opportunities
provided to healthcare students: 2 500
• Established dedicated youth health
centres: Ermelo, Bodibe and
Bloemfontein
• Unemployed youth enrolled in
accredited community health-worker
training as possible career paths: 100
• Investment in teenage health and
development programmes:
R20,66 million
• Number of adolescents and youth
benefiting from the health programmes:
14 565

Education and sport
Transnet’s Whole School Development
Programme (WSDP) is comprised of
education, sport development, teenage
health, school infrastructure and employee
volunteering initiatives aimed at fostering
optimum holistic learner well-being. The
curriculum is premised on three
fundamental pillars to improve academic
outcomes: sport, teacher support and
educational development.
In 2019, beneficiaries of Transnet’s School
of Excellence obtained a 100% pass for
the grade 12 class with eight bachelor
passes, seven diploma passes, two
national senior certificate passes and a
total of six distinctions.
Our 2019 community education and sport
performance in brief:
• Investment in the WSDP and the South
African Football Association (SAFA/
Transnet) School of Excellence:
R48,89 million
• Number of provinces enrolled in the
programme: 9
• Schools forming part of the programme:
287
• Number of schools selected to
participate in the Provincial and
National Sports Tournaments: 50

3 286

300
20
289
0

300

• Learners participating in the Provincial
and the National Sports tournaments:
25 000
• Vulnerable and orphaned youth
receiving assistance: 37
• Graduates participating in international
football teams: 4
• Graduates participating in national
football teams: 62

Given Transnet’s diverse skill sets across
the business, we have adopted an
integrated community development
approach by creating a formal EV
programme. The EV programme offers
employees an opportunity to volunteer
their wealth of skills and knowledge to
help address communities’ needs. Our EV
offerings range from infrastructure
development, to job creation and skills
development, and help to grow
communities’ competency levels.
As a SOC, Transnet encourages a culture
of volunteerism by allocating three days a
year for volunteerism to each employee,
and also allows employees to volunteer
their time to a non-profit project or
organisation of their choice. During the
year, R9 698 728 million was invested
in EV.

Legislative compliance

• Learners enrolled in 2019: 119

Socio-economic and
infrastructure development
(SEID)
SEID improves the societal welfare in
vulnerable and disadvantaged
communities. Transnet’s SEID programmes
convert old freight containers into
community centres, enterprise incubation
hubs, police stations, schools and clinics
using a specialised mix of buildings and
containers. We reach out to the
communities through our SEID
programmes in partnership with both the
private and public sectors. We also
collaborate with other Government social
services institutions to enable
communities to access basic services. By
engaging unemployed youth graduates in
innovative ways – especially in economics,
engineering and construction – we have
observed excellent returns in the areas
where we operate.
Our 2019 socio-economic and
infrastructure development performance
in brief:
• People benefiting from SEID initiatives
along our servitudes: 37 261
• Investment in the SEID programme:
R6,61 million
• Non-financial beneficiaries (SMME
development, safety, health, social,
education):
– SMMEs established: 2
– SMME members trained: 21
– Food distribution programme
beneficiaries: 162
– Adult Basic Education and Training
(ABET) beneficiaries: 2

King IV. P5 & 13

To the best knowledge of the directors,
the Company has complied, in all material
respects, with all legislation and
regulations applicable to it during the
year, except as disclosed on page 86
where we report on PFMA compliance.

Pending legal matters
Pension and post-retirement
benefit obligations
Following the certification of the
pensioners’ class action proceedings on
31 July 2014, Transnet was served with a
summons on 11 June 2015 issued out of
the Pretoria High Court. In terms of the
summons, the plaintiffs are members of
the TTPF and the TSDBF respectively, and
they represent all members of their
respective funds who have not opted out
of the class action.

On 31 May 2019, Transnet attorneys
concluded a Joint Memorandum of
Agreement (JMoA) with plaintiffs’
attorneys recording matters that are
resolved on the essential economic
arrangements for the settlement of
the litigation.
On 20 June 2019, the two funds’ boards
unanimously resolved to accept the
contents of the JMoA as the basis for a
settlement agreement among all the
parties to the class action litigation.
In a special Transnet Board meeting held
on 16 July 2019, the Board approved the
settlement proposal of the pensioners’
class action as set out in the JMoA. The
settlement proposal is affordable to the
funds and has no financial implications
on Transnet.
The settlement will only take effect once
it is made an order of court. Application to
the High Court for approval of the
settlement agreement is being prepared,
subject to a window period for members
of the classes and interested parties to
make representations to the High Court.
Assuming that the settlement agreement
is accepted by the High Court,
implementation of the agreement on its
terms will proceed.
Accordingly, the case management
timetable and the class action litigation
have been suspended by agreement
among the parties’ representatives.

Incidents relating to
irregularities and fraud
We have identified fraud, corruption and
procurement irregularities as a significant
risk that continues to plague the
organisation. The Company continues to
root out such behaviour and has
implemented proactive analytics to
identify these irregularities. To facilitate
independent opinion, we have outsourced
the Tip-Offs Anonymous Hotline to a third
party to ensure seamless investigation

without prejudice. The Hotline is available
24 hours a day, seven days a week and the
call centre agents can converse in all
11 official South African languages, and
irregularities can be reported
anonymously.
We seek to ensure that the outcomes of
the investigations be measured by either
criminal convictions, disciplinary action
(formal dismissal or other sanctions), civil
recovery and blacklisting of vendors who
have been dishonest. We continue to raise
awareness on different communication
platforms about fraud, corruption and
scams; and to protect our employees from
victimisation by implementing the
Transnet Whistle-blowing Policy.
Reporting is undertaken in line with the
Protected Disclosures Act, No 26 of 2000,
as amended. Transnet acknowledges that
fraud, corruption and procurement
irregularities remain a significant
challenge that requires prioritisation.
In 2019, incidents relating to procurement
irregularities remained high at 39%. 31%
related to corruption and fraud, 19%
related to the misuse of resources while
11% was due to non-compliance to policy
or legislation. A total of 2 064 incidents
were reported during the financial year,
with 1 328 having undergone
investigations. Of the incidents
investigated, 45,1% were founded,
54,2% were unfounded while 0,7% were
partially founded.
The Company also recorded 1 250
incidences of scamming during the year,
with 41,4% scam incidents being founded
and 42,6% being unfounded; 15,8% were
still under investigation at the financial
year end. The majority of the scam
incidents occurred within Freight Rail. Of
535 incidents reported for Transnet’s
Corporate Centre, 16 are presently under
investigation and zero incidents have been
founded to date.

Table 33: Incidents of irregularities 2019
Incidents

ODs
Transnet Corporate Centre
Transnet Freight Rail
Transnet Engineering
Transnet Ports National Authority
Transnet Port Terminals
Transnet Pipelines
Transnet Group Capital
Transnet Property
Total

2019

Investigation
in progress

Reported
incidents
unfounded

Reported
incidents
founded

Reported
incidents
Partially
founded

Total

15
311
70
30
68
9
28
7
538

32
56
43
18
29
1
2
6
187

1
39
10
4
26
1
0
0
81

1
0
1
4
2
0
0
0
8

49
406
124
56
125
11
30
13
814
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Activities undertaken to
ensure complete and
accurate reporting on
irregular expenditure

Table 34: Incidents of scams 2019
Scamming incidents

ODs
Transnet Corporate Centre
Transnet Freight Rail
Transnet Engineering
Transnet Ports National Authority
Transnet Port Terminals
Transnet Pipelines
Transnet Group Capital
Transnet Property
Total

2019

Investigation
in progress

Reported
incidents
unfounded

Reported
incidents
partially
founded

Reported
incidents
founded

Total

16
152
6
2
12
6
1
3
198

519
7
3
1
3
0
0
0
533

0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

0
518
0
0
0
0
0
0
518

535
678
9
3
15
6
1
3
1 250

• Complete procurement files for
all active contracts have been compiled
in both hard and soft copy, and
reviewed by management to ensure
that the procurement processes
followed were in compliance with the
PFMA and related regulations and
policies.

Update on ‘state-capture’
allegations

Our performance and outlook
follow on text

During the year, the Company was the
subject of pervasive media coverage
relating to what is commonly referred to
as the ‘Gupta leaks’ and ‘state capture’.
The Transnet Board, appointed on
23 May 2018, drove numerous forensic
investigations. While the negative media
allegations pummelled Transnet’s
reputation and employee morale for more
than a year, the focus has now shifted to
rebuilding trust with our various
stakeholders and recovering any funds
due to Transnet. In addition to the civil
action taken, the appropriate criminal
charges have been laid, and may continue
to be laid where appropriate. The
Company is cooperating fully with law
enforcement and investigative agencies
and has provided extensive evidence to
the Zondo Commission of Inquiry.

PFMA Reporting

2017/18 audit findings

In terms of the Public Finance
Management Act of South Africa 1999
(PFMA), the Company is required to
report the quantum of Irregular
Expenditure incurred, which is
expenditure that was incurred in
contravention of procurement legislation,
notwithstanding that value was received.

In the prior year, the audit opinion was
qualified due to external audit being
unable to obtain sufficient audit evidence
that the disclosure of irregular
expenditure was complete and accurate.

2018/19 audit findings

During the year under review,
Management made a significant effort to
improve and establish adequate controls
to maintain complete and accurate
records of irregular expenditure. The vast
majority of the irregular expenditure
reported in the current year relates to
contracts entered into in prior years,
which is indicative of the improvement in
the procurement control environment
that is now preventing new incidences of
non-compliance.
The amount of irregular expenditure
reported in the current year is significant
due to the expected inclusion of
R41,5 billion expenditure on locomotive
contracts, entered into prior to 2015,
that was the subject of several
investigations at the time of finalising the
prior year report.
Despite the abovementioned corrective
action, it was confirmed during the
current audit that Transnet’s
implementation of certain of the
Preferential Procurement Regulations,
2017 relating to tender prequalification
criteria was inconsistent with the
legislation. The Company ceased using
the tender prequalification criteria in
June 2018 and, at the commencement of

the audit, was of the opinion that the
affected expenditure was not irregular, as
the use of the tender prequalification
criteria was aimed at assisting the
company to achieve the competitive
supplier development targets set by the
Shareholder.
This matter has been considered in detail
and, with input provided by various
technical and legal experts, the Company
now accepts that the affected
expenditure should be reported as
irregular. We need to emphasise that this
is merely due to the misinterpretation of
legislation in an effort to align our
procurement practices to achieve certain
competing developmental objectives.
Given Management’s interpretation of the
legislation, appropriate controls to
identify and record this category of
expenditure were not put in place. Due to
this, as well as the timing of the
clarification relating to this issue, the
Company was not in a position to satisfy
external audit that the reporting of this
category of irregular expenditure is
complete and accurate and, accordingly,
the external auditors have issued a
qualified opinion, that is specific to the
completeness and accuracy of the
reported irregular expenditure, as
required by the PFMA.

provide automated process
improvements. Processes include,
among others, the linking of purchase
orders to contracts, the management of
pre-award procurement activities, and
the enforcement of error reporting for
purchase orders created above
threshold values.
•	The Company has collaborated with all
forensics investigations to ensure
group-wide alignment of employee
relations on consequence management
on all matters reported in the annual
financial statements.

Table 35: PFMA reporting in 2019
Reportable PFMA incidents

Governance and
Compliance

• Identified non-compliance categorised
as ‘Irregular Expenditure’, ‘Fruitless and
Wasteful Expenditure’, ‘Losses from
Criminal Conduct’ or ‘Non-collection of
Revenue’ – have been fully quantified
for reporting purposes.
• A detailed reconciliation of all
procurement spend for the 2018/19
financial year confirmed the accuracy
and completeness of all reviews.
•	A project has been initiated to ensure
the requisite technology platform and
tools are in place to sustain the
aforementioned activities and to

Recurrence
of incidents*

Irregular expenditure
Current year spend on contracts
entered into in the current year
Current and prior year spend,
identified in the current year for
contracts entered into in prior years
Non-compliance to PPPFA – tender
pre-qualification criteria
Current year spend
Prior year spend

Loss value
(R million)

Outcome of remedial actions during the 2019
financial year

2019

2018

1 618

3 427

• 87% incurred prior to the ‘Remedial Plan’ kick off.

4 846

4 696

• R507 million removed which was under
investigation as potential irregular expenditure in
the prior year and now confirmed not irregular.
• Misinterpretation of legislation in an effort to
align Transnet’s procurement practices to
contribute to the achievement of the competitive
supplier development targets set by the
Shareholder.

837
1 092

—
—

41 529

—

Fruitless and wasteful expenditure
Identified in the current year,
relating to current year

134

4,8

Identified in the current year,
relating to prior years

350

18,7

Criminal conduct
Cable theft
(copper, cabling and related
equipment)

44

22

• 171 cases reported to SAPS.
• R1,4 million worth of stolen material recovered.
• One employee was dismissed.

General theft and damage to assets

32

21

• 72 cases reported to SAPS.
• R1,4 million of stolen material was recovered.

Collusion and fraud

20

—

• Disciplinary, criminal and civil proceedings
instituted.
• Two employees dismissed following the
disciplinary process.
• Two employees resigned.
• One employee suspended.
• One matter still under investigation.

13

13

• 92 incidents of theft.
• Two employees suspended.
• R525 000 of stolen equipment recovered.

(432)

—

• R432 million written off due to efforts to collect
debt (unpaid rentals) being unsuccessful.

Locomotive transactions
Spend on ‘1 064’, ‘95’ and ‘100’
Locomotive transactions and
associated Transaction Advisory
services

The qualified opinion is not related to
compliance with International Financial
Reporting Standards (IFRS) nor the
Companies Act of South Africa, 2008.
Theft of signals, perway and
equipment
Non-collection of revenue
Bad debts written off
Delayed invoicing

=

(2)

• Under investigation in the prior year.
• Contravention of the PFMA provisions.
• Accordingly, transactions are reported on in the
current year and appropriately classified as
irregular expenditure.
• The Board sought independent legal advice on the
implementation of civil, criminal and disciplinary
matters.
• Mainly due to poor contract management, fines
and penalties and non-adherence to the
Company’s delegation of authority.

• R2 million recovered.

* A significant increase in the number of items reported is mainly due to the concerted drive to improve our reporting.
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Outlook
Economic considerations
Transnet’s economic performance,
insofar as it relates to volume growth, is
directly linked to the performance of the
global and domestic economy. At the
same time, Transnet is a key enabler of
the domestic economy through its
provision and maintenance of logistics
infrastructure and freight solutions.

Our performance and outlook
follow on text

Global financing conditions have
tightened in the wake of weakened
growth. Industrial production has
moderated, with intensified trade
tensions resulting in some large
emerging market and developing
economies (EMDEs) losing momentum
and experiencing significant financial
market stress. The global economy is
currently characterised by volatility and
high levels of uncertainty. With the
stubborn recovery of the global economy
and persistent vulnerability of EMDEs
to market swings and increasing
protectionism in advanced economies,
global trade movements are constrained.
In this climate, the organisation has had
to revise its capital expenditure and
infrastructure investment approach
from the previous accelerated Market
Demand Strategy, which relied on
growing global and domestic aggregated
demand. In the short to medium term,
Transnet is shifting its emphasis
towards capital expenditure based on
validated demand, and prioritising spend
on sustaining capital rather than capital
expansion.
Downside macroeconomic risks have
become more acute and include the
possibility of unpredictable financial
market movements. Furthermore, an
escalation of trade disputes and debt
vulnerabilities in EMDEs have increased,
particularly in low-income countries.
Also, slower than projected growth in
China and the Euro Area, which have
strong trade and investment links with
sub-Saharan Africa, will adversely affect
the region through lower export demand
and investment.
In South Africa, economic growth
remains weak due partially to continued
policy uncertainty. According to the
Bureau of Economic Research1, South
Africa is projected to recover slower
than previously expected in 2019 to
0,7%, before rising to 1,9% in 20212.
The International Monetary Fund (IMF)
too has revised South Africa’s growth
rate downward to 0,7%3. High
unemployment and slow growth in
household credit extensions are
expected to constrain domestic demand
in the near term, while fiscal

consolidation is likely to limit
Government spending. That said, a
higher rate of growth in the country’s
economy is expected in 2020.
An improved outlook from 2020 stems
from the expectation that Government’s
structural reform agenda will gradually
gather speed, and help to boost
investment growth, as policy uncertainty
recedes and investor sentiment
improves. The IMF cutting its January
2019 growth outlook for the country is
due to the view that policy uncertainty
has only modestly reduced since the
May 2019 national election and,
additionally, structural pressures
remain. This is best demonstrated by the
economy shrinking more than it has in a
decade during the first quarter of 2019
due to the nation experiencing the worst
power outages since 2008.

Commodity outlook
The haulage of commodities has
traditionally been the cornerstone of the
organisation’s shipping activities. As
such, the global commodity outlook is a
significant factor in considering the
organisation’s economic prospects.
Agricultural prices were roughly flat
in 2018 but declined appreciably in
the second half of the year, with
developments varying by commodity.
Agricultural prices are projected to
remain broadly stable in 2019 and 2020.
Energy prices fluctuated markedly in the
second half of 2018, mainly reflecting
supply factors, with sharp falls toward
the end of the year. Prices of most
metals and, to a lesser extent,
agricultural commodities also weakened,
largely due to concerns about the
effects of tariffs on global growth and
trade. Oil prices are expected to average
$67/bbl4 in 2019 and 2020. However,
this forecast remains highly uncertain.
While growth in oil demand is expected
to remain robust in 2019, the estimated
loss in momentum across EMDEs could
have a greater impact on oil demand
than anticipated. Excessive demand on
road freight transport poses an input
cost risk to South African economic
participants when oil and, by implication,
fuel prices face volatility. Reducing the
dependence on road and providing
intermodal solutions is ever more critical
with the high cost of freight services,
rendering prices uncompetitive for
suppliers in certain commodities.
After increasing in the first half of the
year, prices of metals fell sharply in the
second half, following the imposition of

broad-based tariffs by the United States
on China’s imports. Heightened trade
tensions involving these economies have
raised market concerns about global
trade and investment prospects, and as
a result, they have clouded the outlook
for commodity demand.
Supporting local commodity exporters
and importers through our infrastructure
and freight solutions requires continued
investment in infrastructure
maintenance and improvements. That
said, operational efficiency gains and
stringent cost reduction will buffer
unpredictable or slow growth in
commodities in the near term.

Capital investment outlook
Transnet plans to spend R153,5 billion
on capital investment over the next five
years, of which 71,3% (R109,4 billion)
will be spent on sustaining capital.
A significant portion of capitalised
maintenance (R73,2 billion) will be spent
on permanent ways and rolling stock
(locomotives and wagons) while the
remainder is planned for port and
pipeline fleet and equipment
respectively.

Funding outlook

The performance framework depicting the performance outlook for our KPIs is depicted below.

Table 36: Medium-term planning horizon
2018
2019
2020
performance performance year ahead

2022
2024
short term medium term

Financial sustainability
Revenue (million)

72 887

74 070

83 670

96 280

111 424

Net operating expenses

40 372

40 320

45 755

52 014

59 236

EBITDA (million)

32 515

33 750

37 915

44 266

52 188

EBITDA margin (%)
Net profit after tax (million)
Capital investment
Gearing (%)
Cash interest cover (times)
Cash flow from operations (million)
ROIC

44,5

45,6

45,3

46,0

46,8

4 851

6 047

6 089

7 287

11 144

21 781

17 941

28 911

33 861

28 225

43,5

44,5

45,1

46,0

42,2

3,0

2,9

2,8

2,7

3,0

22 958

21 930

23 300

27 453

33 587

6,4

7,2

5,2

5,8

6,9

Capacity creation (R million)
Freight Rail

17 598

14 818

20 358

19 200

13 623

National Ports Authority

1 054

941

2 706

5 414

7 261

Port Terminals

1 365

1 515

2 877

5 170

4 966

Pipelines

1 544

326

1 418

2 681

1 054

275

301

510

457

468

General freight business

90,8

84,7

96,6

104,6

115,0

Export coal

77,0

72,0

77,4

77,5

77,5

Export iron ore

58,5

58,4

60,0

60,0

60,0

4 664

4 534

4 863

5 112

5 356

83,1

82,4

85,6

89,2

93,9

Engineering
Operational performance (mt)

Apart from the initial share capital of
circa R12,7 billion at the time of the
establishment of Transnet, debt capital
(local and foreign bonds and loans) is the
only source of external funding that has
been used to finance Transnet. Less than
3% (R3,5 billion) of Transnet debt is
supported by government guarantees
and the current funding plan assumes no
further reliance on government
guarantees.

Rail volumes (mt)

Break bulk (mt)

19,1

19,8

21,7

24,9

27,9

Funding initiatives to satisfy the funding
needs for the new financial year are
already well advanced and there is every
indication that the aspiration to not only
reduce our total debt levels, but to also
reduce the weighted average cost
thereof, is achievable in the short term.

Vehicles (units)

704 052

743 350

724 141

725 087

802 090

16 345

17 825

17 204

17 575

17 989

While the short-term funding
requirements are likely to be sourced
from the traditional sources of debt
funding, we continue to explore all other
sources of funding (e.g. asset leases,
project finance and private sector
participation) and will utilise these
sources where more appropriate.
Vigilant management of the risk factors
associated with our debt book is a
central feature of our financial risk
management framework.

1

https://m.fin24.com/Economy/sas-economic-growth-prospects-keep-diving-20190724.

2

Source: Bureau for Economic Research, June 2019.

3

https://m.fin24.com/Economy/sas-economic-growth-prospects-keep-diving-20190724.

4

https://businesstech.co.za/news/business/310036/imf-cuts-south-african-growth-forecast-for-2019/.

Port volumes
Containers (‘000 TEUs)
Bulk (mt)

Pipelines
Total petroleum products (Mℓ)
Market share competitiveness (%)
General freight
Rail addressable market share (RAMS)

31,4

29

32

32

33

Intermodal rail addressable market share (RAMS)

23,6

20,9

26

26

26

Within the current economic environment, it is critical that Transnet focuses on that which it can control and on mitigating internal
and external risks to its financial sustainability. As previously stated, the Company is transitioning from an accelerated capital
investment approach towards a less capital-intensive approach. In 2020, the Company will prioritise operational efficiency,
reliability and visibility, thus improving the customer experience.
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Figure 11: Five-year investment portfolio
The National Infrastructure Development Plan,
comprising 18 Strategic Integrated Projects
(SIPs), forms the cornerstone of Government’s
infrastructure programme. Transnet has active
projects in the SIPs, and we cooperate with the
Presidential Infrastructure Coordinating Commission
(PICC) to align our investment priorities with
Government’s infrastructure aspirations.
The investment required to maintain, modernise
and expand the country’s ports, rail and pipelines
cannot be met by Transnet alone. Optimal
performance of the national freight system
requires greater integration between all parties in
the value chains, and there are many opportunities
to achieve this given Transnet’s commitment to
partnering with the private sector.

Freight Rail

Operations and
Specialist Units

Engineering

R2,4 billion

We are gearing the business towards becoming
a diversified organisation that partners with the
private and public sectors in various ways to
pursue adjacent and new business and to act as a
catalyst for economic growth. We anticipate that
private partnership opportunities will also reduce
funding and operational requirements and present
opportunities for leveraging a wider network of
partner capabilities for mutual benefit.

Specialist Units
and supporting
functions

Pipelines

R4,6 billion

R9,3 billion

1 Loading At Mines

2 Rail Transit

Port Terminals

R88,2 billion

Port investments

National Ports
Authority

R21,9 billion

R27,1 billion

3 Off-loading & Stacking

Freight Rail

Engineering

R6,4 billion

Durban Container Terminal

R1,3 billion

Container expansion
Phase 2B (CT)

R914 million

Richards Bay Expansion Programme
(RBEP)

R1,2 billion

Ngqura Tank Farm

R391 million

Salisbury Island Pier 1 infill

4 Reclaiming & Ship-loading
National Ports Authority

71,3%
(R109,4 billion)
will be spent on
sustaining capital

Key strategic investment
focus areas for operations

Port Terminals

Coal and Mineral System
R805 million

Export coal expansion
to 81 mtpa

R958 million

Waterberg upgrade stages 2-5

R1,9 billion

Overvaal solution

Expand

R44,1 billion

Pipelines

28,7%

Pipelines

Our performance and outlook
follow on text

Five-year
investment
portfolio

R153,5 billion

General freight

Five-year
investment by
commodity

Sustain

R109,4 billion

R0,7 billion

(0,5%)

Coal

R1,0 billion
(0,7%)

Break-bulk

R1,8 billion

(1,2%)

Manganese

R4,0 billion

(2,6%)

Iron ore

R4,8 billion
(3,2%)

New Multi-Product Pipeline (NMPP)
(Phase 1b)

R2,2 billion

NMPP PL5 and PL6

R637 million

Fire upgrade

R86,4 billion
(56,2%)

General freight

71,3%

R60,5 billion

Piped
products

Multi
commodity for
Port Terminals

R2,5 billion

Specialist
Units

R7,0 billion

(4,5%)

Bulk other

R8,8 billion

R9,3 billion

(6,1%)

Maritime
containers

R14,8 billion

(9,6%)

General freight business and
rolling stock

Multi
commodity for
Ports Authority

R14,9 billion

(9,7%)

Manganese
R3,7 billion

(5,7%)

Engineering
R2,4 billion

Advanced manufacturing investment

